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Zusammenfassung 

Landsystemmodelle, dieWechselwirkungen zwischen Land und Atmosphäre sowie 

Mensch und Umwelt berücksichtigen können, sind für verlässliche Klimaprojektionen in 

heterogenen, landwirtschaftlich geprägte Regionen von großer Bedeutung. Bei einer 

Auflösung, die fein genug ist, um eine detaillierte Landnutzung zu berücksichtigen, 

benötigen Modelle eine differenzierte Darstellung der Prozesse in der planetaren 

Grenzschicht (PBL) und an der Landoberfläche, um Änderungen von 

Schlüsselkomponenten wie Niederschlag oder Temperatur vorhersagen zu können. Die 

Bewertung von Turbulenzparametrisierungen und Landoberflächenmodellen (LSM) ist 

wesentlich für die Weiterentwicklung von Modellen, aber auch für das Verständnis 

wichtiger Phänomene wie Rückkopplungen im Boden-Vegetation-Atmosphäre (SVA) 

Kontinuum. Aufgrund fehlender geeigneter Beobachtungen wurden bisher jedoch 

aussagekräftige Bewertungen erschwert. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird basierend auf 

bisher einzigartigen Profilmessungen der Einfluss der Verwendung unterschiedlicher 

PBL-Parameterisierungen und LSMen untersucht. Außerdem wird ermittelt, wie SVA-

Rückkopplungen im Modell simuliert werden. 

Mit dem Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Modell wurde ein Ensemble von 

sechs Modelläufen bei konvektionserlaubender Auflösung mit unterschiedlichen 

Kombinationen von LSMen (NOAH und NOAH-MP) und PBL-Parametrisierungen 

(zwei lokale und zwei nicht-lokale Ansätze) verwirklicht. Die Analyse wurde für zwei 

Fallstudien – einer trockenen und einer konvektiven Wetterlage – für drei 

unterschiedliche Standorte in Deutschland durchgeführt. Für die trockene Fallstudie 

wurden Haupteigenschaften der konvektiven PBL (CBL) analysiert und Simulationen mit 

hochauflösenden Wasserdampf-Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) Messungen 

verglichen. Bei der konvektiven Fallstudie lag der Schwerpunkt  auf der Untersuchung 

der Modelldarstellung des Umfelds vor dem Konvektionsereignis mit anschliessender 

Konvektion und folgendem Niederschlag. In beiden Fällen wurde das Verhalten der 

simulierten SVA-Rückkopplungsprozesse basierend auf einem innovativen 

“Mischungsdiagramm-Ansatz“ beurteilt. 

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die nicht-lokalen PBL-Parametrisierungen eine trockenere 

und höhere CBL erzeugen als die lokalen PBL-Parametrisierungen. Diese Ergebnisse 
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sind abhängig von Parametern, die in den Prandtl-Schicht-Parametrisierungen berechnet 

werden und häufig selbst mit den PBL-Parametrisierungen verbunden sind. Desweiteren 

erzeugt das LSM NOAH-MP trockenere Bedingungen in der Atmosphäre als NOAH; der 

Unterschied beträgt bis zu 1.4 gkg-1 in den Profilen der Mischungsverhältnisse. In der 

oberen CBL sind diese Unterschiede stärker ausgeprägt als in Bodennähe. Die 

Mischungsdiagramme weisen darauf hin, dass diese Abweichungen hauptsächlich auf die 

Entrainment-Flüsse zurückzuführen sind. Bei der trockenen Fallstudie ist das 

Entrainment der trockenen Luft bei NOAH-MP bis zu 6 mal größer als mit NOAH, 

während bei der konvektiven Fallstudie der Unterschied schwächer ist (bis zu 1.5 mal 

höher mit NOAH-MP). Dieses Ergebnis legt nahe, dass der Unterschied der Simulation 

der CBL zwischen den beiden LSMen stark mit der Aufteilung der Energie an der 

Landoberfläche verbunden ist – je höher das Bowen-Verhältnis, desto höher der 

Unterschied zwischen den LSMen. Demnach scheint WRF auf die Wahl der LSMe 

empfindlicher zu reagieren, wenn das Bowen-Verhältnis höher ist. NOAH und NOAH-

MP wiesen in Bezug auf den Feuchtegehalt der freien Troposphäre deutliche 

Unterschiede auf, welche wiederum das Verhalten der simulierten Konvektion und des 

damit verbundenen Niederschlags stark beeinflussen. Wie sensitiv die räumliche 

Variabilität und der Niederschlag bezüglich des LSM und der PBL Parametrisierung sind, 

hängt deutlich von der Region ab.  

Ein deutliches Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Erkenntnis, dass WRF bei der 

Grenzschichtentwicklung empfindlicher auf die Wahl des LSMs als auf die Wahl der 

PBL-Parametrisierung reagiert. Zudem ist der Einfluss dieser Sensitivität nicht auf die 

untere CBL beschränkt, sondern reicht hoch bis zur Inversionsschicht und der unteren 

Troposphäre sowohl für trockene als auch konvektive Wetterlagen. Andererseits zeigte 

sich, dass die simulierte Stärke der Kopplung zwischen Landoberfläche und Atmosphäre 

stark vom Bowen-Verhältnis abhängt.  

Diese Synergien von hochauflösenden Messungen und Modellsimulationen in 

Verbindung mit einer verbesserten Darstellung der Landoberflächenprozesse wird nicht 

nur weitere Parametrisierungsentwicklungen unterstützen, sondern auch unser 

Verständnis des Zusammenspiels zwischen Landoberfläche und Atmosphäre erweitern.  
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Abstract 

Land system models which can incorporate land-atmosphere and human-environment 

interactions are vital for reliable climate projections in heterogeneous agricultural 

landscapes. At resolutions fine enough to resolve detailed land use, models need a 

sophisticated representation of planetary boundary layer (PBL) and land surface 

processes in order to predict changes in key quantities like precipitation or temperatures. 

Assessment of turbulence schemes and land surface models (LSM) is fundamental 

therefore not only to advance model development, but also to understand important 

phenomena like feedbacks within the soil-vegetation-atmosphere (SVA) continuum. Up 

until now however, a lack of appropriate observations has impeded any comprehensive 

assessments. Here, through comparisons with so far unique profile measurements, the 

study investigates the impact of using different PBL schemes and LSMs, and explores 

how SVA feedbacks are simulated by the model. 

Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, a six member ensemble was 

run, at a convection permitting resolution, with varying combinations of LSMs (NOAH 

and NOAH-MP) and PBL schemes (two local and two non-local approaches). The 

analysis was performed for two case studies – a dry and a convective weather situation – 

in three different locations in Germany. During the dry case, key convective PBL (CBL) 

features were analysed, and the simulations were compared with high resolution water 

vapour differential absorption lidar measurements. For the convective case, the focus was 

on exploring the model representation of the pre-convective environment and the ensuing 

convection and precipitation. In both cases, the nature of the simulated SVA feedback 

processes was assessed through an innovative “mixing diagram” approach. 

Results show that the nonlocal PBL schemes produce a drier and higher CBL than the 

local schemes. These results are sensitive to parameters calculated in the surface layer 

schemes, which are themselves often paired with PBL schemes. Furthermore, the 

NOAH-MP LSM produces drier atmospheric conditions than NOAH, with a difference 

in mixing ratio profiles ranging up to 1.4 gkg-1. These variations are more pronounced in 

the upper CBL than close to the ground. The mixing diagrams indicate that these 

deviations are mainly related to entrainment fluxes. In the dry case, NOAH-MP’s dry air 

entrainment is up to 6 times higher than with NOAH, while in the convective case the 
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difference is not as pronounced (up to 1.5 higher with NOAH-MP). This suggests that the 

difference in the simulation of the CBL between the two LSMs is strongly linked to the 

surface energy partitioning – the higher the Bowen ratio, the greater the difference 

between the LSMs. Thus, WRF appears to be more sensitive to the choice of LSM at 

higher Bowen ratios. NOAH and NOAH-MP exhibit marked differences in representing 

atmospheric variables such as moisture. Those differences are not constrained to the 

lower atmosphere close to the land surface, but extended to the lower troposphere. The 

variations in free tropospheric moisture between the LSMs strongly affects the nature of 

the simulated convection, and associated precipitation. The degree of sensitivity of the 

spatial variability and amount of the precipitation with respect to the selection of LSM 

and PBL scheme shows a strong dependence on the analysed region.  

A distinct finding of this thesis is the greater sensitivity of WRF with respect to the PBL 

development to the selection of the LSM, than to the PBL scheme. Furthermore, the 

impact of this sensitivity is not constrained to the lower CBL, but extends up to the 

interfacial layer and the lower troposphere - for both dry and convective weather 

conditions. On the other hand, it is clear that the simulated coupling strength between the 

land surface and atmosphere is very sensitive to the surface Bowen ratio.  

The synergies between high resolution measurements and model simulations, with an 

advanced representation of the land surface processes, will facilitate not only further 

development of parameterization schemes, but also an improvement in our understanding 

of land-atmosphere interactions.   
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1. Introduction 

Climate change is changing not only temperature statistics and trends, but is also starting 

to modify the water cycle, particularly spatial and temporal patterns of precipitation. 

Already in recent decades it has been observed that such changes impact plant growth 

and consequently the evolution of agricultural landscapes. The magnitude of these 

impacts depends on the location, agricultural system, degree of warming and water 

availability (Hamilton et al., 2015). It is expected that these effects of climate change will 

be persistent or even intensified in the future due to climate change.  

In order to increase our understanding of the evolution of agricultural landscapes under a 

changing climate in southern Germany, an interdisciplinary project was established - 

Research Unit (RU) 1695 (https://klimawandel.uni-hohenheim.de/110767?&L=1). The 

main idea of the project is to develop a land system model, capable of capturing land-

atmosphere and human-environment interactions at high spatial (~ 1 km) and temporal 

resolution. This land system model is based on a coupled atmospheric and land surface 

model (LSM), further coupled to a crop model and a multi-agent model. This model chain 

will lead to a more realistic representation of processes at the land surface and vegetation 

dynamic, and we can expect an improvement of simulated feedbacks between the land 

surface, vegetation and the atmosphere, and consequently an improvement in climate 

projections. Therefore, it is vital to understand these feedbacks to advance climate 

modelling applications important for society, such as seasonal forecasting and climate 

projections (e.g. Seneviratne and Stöckli, 2008; Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2008; 

Zolina et al., 2013).  

Modelling and observational studies of the land-atmosphere coupling suggest that the 

coupling strength varies with respect to time and location (e.g. Koster et al, 2006; Guo et 

al., 2006; Seneviratne and Stöckli, 2008; Teuling et al., 2009). Furthermore, modelling 

studies such as Hohenegger et al. (2009) and Knist et al. (2016) showed that this coupling 

is also sensitive to model configuration and resolution. 

The Weather Research and Forecasting atmospheric model (WRF; Skamarock et al. 

2008) was selected as the basis of the land system model. WRF can be coupled to a 

selection of LSMs, whose main purpose is to compute surface water and energy balances. 

https://klimawandel.uni-hohenheim.de/110767?&L=1
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It also includes multiple parameterization options for sub-grid scale processes, both at the 

land surface and in the atmosphere. This flexibility makes the model particularly suitable 

for testing and assessing parameterization schemes, over various timescales, locations 

and weather conditions. 

As a part of the RU 1605 project, this thesis contributes to a better understanding of 

processes in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and at the land surface, and also how 

these are represented or parameterized in the WRF model. Furthermore, the thesis 

explores the feedbacks between the land surface and the atmosphere, both in dry and 

convective weather conditions over Germany. In this section, a theoretical background 

on the PBL, soil-vegetation-atmosphere (SVA) system and deep moist convection 

(DMC) is given to provide background knowledge for the thesis. Motivating aspects are 

presented through state of the art research with respect to numerical modelling on 

regional scales. The section is closed with the thesis aims and objectives, as well as the 

key questions to be answered during this thesis.    

1.1. The planetary boundary layer 

Most of our lives we spend in the lowest portion of the atmosphere, formally known as 

the PBL. Located between the Earth’s surface and the free troposphere, the PBL is highly 

sensitive to spatial and temporal changes at the surface. Over land surfaces, the PBL 

evolves with the diurnal cycle and has a well-defined structure within high pressure 

regions (Figure 1).  

In the morning hours, after sunrise, the mixed layer starts to form above the surface layer 

(Figure 1). It is characterised by strong turbulent mixing which smoothens the gradients 

of moisture and potential temperature. By the afternoon the CBL is well mixed, with the 

moisture and potential temperature profiles almost constant. A layer above the mixed 

layer that separates the CBL from the free atmosphere is the interfacial layer. In this layer, 

the most important dynamical process is entrainment, which can be defined as the 

turbulent mixing of air from aloft into the CBL (e.g. Otte et al., 2001). The free 

atmospheric air is usually drier with higher potential temperature than the air in the CBL 

and, therefore entrainment tends to cause a deepening of the CBL. At sunset, due to lack 

of radiative heating, turbulence ceases and the CBL collapses. Just before sunset and after 

the CBL collapse, a residual layer forms above the nighttime stable PBL. The residual 
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layer has no direct interaction with the land surface and therefore is not considered as a 

part of the PBL, but it contains its properties and influences the PBL evolution, especially 

during the morning and evening transition periods (e.g. Stull, 1988; Angevine, 2008; 

Blay-Carreras et al., 2014).  

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the PBL diurnal evolution. The arrows denote the mean 

direction of heat and moisture transport. Circles with arrows represent turbulent eddies, which form 

the main mechanism of transportation in the convective PBL.  

1.2. The soil-vegetation-atmosphere system 

The SVA system is a very complex interacting system that consists of soil, vegetation, 

and the overlying atmosphere as compartments. The system is characterized by the 

presence of numerous feedback mechanisms between the compartments in which the 

incoming solar radiation (S) and the atmospheric longwave radiation (L), together with 

the soil and land properties determine partitioning of the total radiative energy (RN) 

absorbed by the land surface (Figure 2). This is partitioned into turbulent sensible heat 

(H) and latent heat (λE) fluxes, which are generally directed upward from the land surface 

during the daytime, and which strongly impact on PBL structure. The remaining energy 

goes into ground heat flux (G).  
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              Figure 2. Schematic representation of the SVA system (Wulfmeyer et al., 2015a) 

These fluxes are highly variable in both time and space. Some of these variations are 

caused by a location itself, since the solar radiation that impinges on the ground depends 

on the Sun’s position in the sky. If a surface is oriented perpendicular to the Sun’s rays, 

the direct solar radiation is at its highest. As the zenith angle between the surface and a 

Sun ray deviates from 90°, the Sun’s radiation is spread over a larger area resulting in 

less radiation per unit area (e.g. Bonan, 2008). However, most of the flux variability is 

influenced by the land surface properties, which includes soil moisture and vegetation. 

This variability causes horizontal transport and convergence of heat and moisture in the 

PBL, and impacts on processes occurring at the PBL top. In fact, strong convergence of 

moisture is often a precondition for convection initiation (CI), and furthermore for 

precipitation occurrence (Wulfmeyer at al., 2014a), underlining the strong impact that the 

surface energy balance has on weather and climate (e.g. Betts, 2009). 

The SVA system consists of a great variety of nonlinear interactions, composed of 

positive and negative feedback loops between the compartments and variables. This 

includes interactions between soil and vegetation properties and states, the induction and 

strength of mesoscale circulations, and the evolving surface energy balance. The term 

“feedback” refers to the fact that between most variables in the SVA system a two-way 

coupling exists, such as between sensible heat flux and PBL height (PBLH; van 
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Heerwaarden et al., 2009), or between soil moisture and precipitation (Seneviratne, 

2010). A simplified example of such feedback loops are depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. SVA feedback loops showing positive (red arrows) and negative (blue arrows) feedbacks 

of sensible heat flux (H) on PBL evolution (left), and of soil moisture η on latent heat flux (λE) and 

precipitation P (right). The grey arrow depicts an impact that can be both positive and negative. zi 

is the PBLH, while θ and q are symbols for potential temperature and humidity, respectively. The 

black vertical upward arrows next to H, P, λE and η indicate an increase. Adapted from van 

Heerwaarden et al. (2009) and Seneviratne et al. (2010). 

The left hand schematic in Figure 3 shows the impact of changing surface H on PBL 

evolution. An increase in surface H increases the PBL bulk potential temperature (θ) and 

subsequently PBLH (zi) due to greater buoyant mixing. An increase in zi will intensify 

the entrainment of warmer and drier air from the free atmosphere aloft. This will 

additionally increase θ and decrease q, and as a consequence, the moisture demands of 

the PBL will increase. This tends to increase λE at the land surface, and to decrease H. A 

more complicated, and still uncertain, feedback loop is between soil moisture (η) and 

precipitation (P), as shown in Figure 3 (right hand schematic). A clear positive feedback 

exists from P to η (Guillod et al., 2015), but the feedback between η and λE is less trivial, 

because an increase in η can have both positive and negative impacts on λE. Studies such 

as Koster et al. (2006), Seneviratne et al. (2006) and Teuling et al. (2009) show that the 

nature of this interaction depends on the climate regime and vegetation at the land surface. 

Significant positive feedbacks can be expected in transitional regions between wet and 

dry climates. In some regions, such as wet/radiation limited climates, this η- λE coupling 

tends to be insignificant (Seneviratne et al., 2010). The other link in this feedback chain 
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is the coupling between η and P, which seems to be the most complex and uncertain one 

in the SVA system (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Gentine et al., 

2013). Various studies indicate that precipitation is more likely to occur over wetter soils 

(e.g. Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Guo et al., 2006; Koster et al., 2006; Findell et al., 2011), 

whereas other studies show that more precipitation occurs over drier soils (e.g. Ek and 

Mahrt, 1994; Findell and Eltahir, 2003a; Ek and Holstag, 2004; Hohenegger et al., 2009; 

Taylor et al., 2012; Guillod et al., 2015).   

The simulated interaction between all compartments and variables of the SVA system 

play a significant role in model performance from local to global scales, especially with 

respect to the representation of atmospheric temperature, humidity, clouds, circulation, 

and precipitation (Mahmood et al., 2013; Stéfanon et al., 2014). The SVA coupling 

strength in regional climate models (RCMs) is likely to be strongly dependent on model 

configuration (Prein et al., 2015; Knist et al., 2016). For instance, one study found that 

changing either the convection parameterization or model resolution, led to differences 

not only in the magnitude, but also in the sign of η-P coupling (Hohenegger et al., 2009). 

Moreover, the strength of land-atmosphere coupling varies both regionally and 

seasonally, and is expected to increase as the climate changes (Dirmeyer et al., 2012). 

Thus, relevant feedback mechanisms need to be accurately represented by RCMs, if 

projections of future climates are to be reliable (Prein et al., 2015), but to achieve this 

requires a greater understanding of the SVA system, especially its more uncertain 

interactions such as the coupling between soil moisture and precipitation. 

1.3. Deep moist convection 

Convection is a process which affects the atmosphere over various scales, ranging from 

local to global. It refers to an intensified vertical transport and mixing of atmospheric 

properties, which is often characterized by applying parcel theory. Therein, moist 

convection starts in a layer close to the surface, from which the parcel is lifted by a 

buoyant or mechanical mechanism. As an ascending parcel rises, it cools according to the 

dry adiabatic lapse rate. Once it reaches the lifting condensation level (LCL) the 

contained water vapour begins to saturate and the parcel then cools at a slower moist 

adiabatic rate. In favourable conditions, the parcel continues to rise and the water 

condenses into cloud-forming droplets. This happens within the PBL or close to the PBL 
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top and is referred to as shallow convection, which was mentioned in the previous section. 

During condensation, latent heat is released which warms the parcel. Under certain 

conditions, this increases the parcel’s buoyancy enough to support upward acceleration 

of the parcel. If the displaced parcel then reaches the level of free convection (LFC) it 

becomes positively buoyant and continues to rise freely until the equilibrium level is 

reached (EL). At the EL the parcel becomes neutrally buoyant and the ascent is stalled. 

This process is referred to as DMC, where the parcel penetrates above 500 hPa. This may 

result in severe weather events such as thunderstorms accompanied with large hail and 

stormy winds.  

One of the most difficult aspects of DMC to treat in the models is the CI, since it depends 

upon numerous processes, occurring from micro to synoptic scales (Trier, 2003). A 

precondition for DMC is atmospheric instability. A conditionally unstable layer in the 

atmosphere is necessary for DMC to occur – a layer where the atmospheric lapse rate lies 

between the dry and moist adiabatic lapse rate. This rapid cooling of the surrounding 

environment means that the parcel is more likely to reach the LFC and become positively 

buoyant.  

A stable layer often exists between the surface and LFC, which is necessary for a parcel 

to overcome in order to become positively buoyant. This can happen also if the layer is 

broken down through heating, moistening or a lifting mechanism. The energy necessary 

to lift the parcel to its LFC through the stable layer is known as convection inhibition 

(CIN). On a thermodynamic diagram it represents the negative area with linear 

coordinates in temperature and logarithmic coordinates in pressure, which can be 

calculated as buoyancy (B) integrated over an area between the surface (sfc) and the LFC 

following the equation 

     𝐶𝐼𝑁 = − ∫ 𝐵𝑑𝑧

𝐿𝐹𝐶

𝑠𝑓𝑐

= 𝑔 ∫
𝜃𝑣′

𝜃𝑣
̅̅ ̅

𝐿𝐹𝐶

𝑠𝑓𝑐

 (1) 

B is related to the virtual potential temperature perturbation θv’ relative to the 

environmental virtual potential temperature v  and multiplied by the gravitational 

acceleration g. When DMC occurs, a useful measure for its intensity is the convective 

potential energy (CAPE) that represents the vertically integrated positive buoyancy 

between LFC and EL, and can be calculated following the equation 
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     𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ∫ 𝐵𝑑𝑧

𝐸𝐿

𝐿𝐹𝐶

= 𝑔 ∫
𝜃𝑣′

𝜃𝑣
̅̅ ̅

𝐸𝐿

𝐿𝐹𝐶

 (2) 

CAPE is a potential energy available for the parcel to ascent above the LFC, and 

represents a necessary but not sufficient condition for CI. Likelihood for DMC to occur 

is higher when CIN is low enough to allow sufficient CAPE to be released.  CIN is 

considered small when < 10 Jkg-1 and high when > 50 Jkg-1, while high CAPE is > 2500 

Jkg-1 and small values are < 1000 Jkg-1 (Branch, 2014).  

Phenomena which tend to reduce CIN, and allow CAPE to be released, occur over 

varying scales. In absent or weak synoptic forcing, CI is mostly controlled by processes 

at the land surface and in the PBL. One process is differential heating at the land surface, 

caused by inhomogeneities and variations in soil moisture. For instance, wet surfaces in 

clear-sky weather conditions allows for a larger λE from the land surface. This tends to 

increase PBL humidity and consequently enhances CAPE and probability for DMC to 

occur, although the complex feedbacks from ™ 3 still apply. It is necessary to mention 

that DMC occurrence over wet or dry soils strongly depends on the strength of the 

inversion layer at the PBL top (CIN), and on the free atmospheric stratification aloft 

(Khodayar, 2009; Gentine et al., 2013). Therefore in cases where a strong inversion layer 

exists, the likelihood of DMC occurring is greater over dry than over wet surfaces. In the 

case of dry soils, even though lower λE occurs, a higher H will lead to stronger mixing in 

the PBL which can erode the strong capping inversion (CIN), and initiate DMC more 

easily. The coupling between the land surface and moist convection is likely to be 

insignificant only when (1) the atmosphere is too dry or stable, which would tend to 

supress DMC altogether, or (2) the atmosphere is very moist and unstable, because 

convection is very likely to occur over any surface in any case (Findell and Eltahir, 2003).  

The time of CI onset is sensitive to the characteristics of the residual layer and the depth 

of the nocturnal boundary layer (Ek and Mahrt, 1994; Findell and Eltahih, 2003a). For 

CI, it is necessary for the nocturnal boundary layer to diminish and that the CBL overtakes 

the residual layer. Only then can the CBL thermals reach the LCL. Whether clouds will 

form or not depends on the inversion depth, as mentioned before, and on the amount of 

low level moisture. Entrainment processes at the PBL top reduce the potential for DMC 

since typically drier and warmer air from the free troposphere aloft is entrained into the 

PBL. Nevertheless, if there is sufficient moisture in the PBL, moist convection can still 
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be initiated. Thus, conditions for CI are highly sensitive to temporal and spatial moisture 

inhomogeneities within the PBL (Khodayar, 2009, Wulfmeyer at al., 2014a).  

Differential heating due to spatial inhomogeneities of the Earth’s surface may induce 

local convergence zones along which local lifting and convection triggering may occur 

without the need for an additional lifting mechanism. These inhomogeneities include 

effects of orography, land/water boundaries, and variations in land cover and soil 

moisture, which strongly regulate the surface fluxes and consequently the PBL evolution. 

The variation in surface fluxes may cause temperature and moisture inhomogeneities in 

the PBL, form the convergence zones and induce upward motions, during which enough 

CAPE can be released and convection initiated (Khodayar, 2009, Wulfmeyer et al., 

2014a).  

1.4. Motivation 

High resolution climate scenarios for various regions have been provided via integration 

of multiple RCM simulations (Kotlarski et al., 2014). However, still to date, regional 

projections of climate change exhibit high variability and significant biases, especially 

with respect to precipitation (Warrach-Sagi et al., 2013; Kotlarski et al., 2014). This is 

partly related to incorrect boundary conditions of the global models (e.g. Bruyère et al., 

2013; Kotlarski et al., 2014), as well as to shortcomings of the model physics (e.g. Prein 

et al., 2015).  

Therefore, to advance the accuracy of RCMs, it is necessary to improve the model 

representation of atmospheric processes such as convection and turbulent mixing. The 

vertical and horizontal resolutions of RCMs (typically > 10 km) are too coarse to resolve 

these processes explicitly, and therefore such models require parameterization strategies, 

a method of replacing such complex and small-scale phenomena with simplified 

representations. However, parameterization schemes can vary substantially both in their 

approach and/or in complexity. Such schemes very often include numerous assumptions, 

which give rise to uncertainties within a model simulation. Therefore, to understand the 

model performance and to recognise those uncertainties, it is of great importance to 

understand how the physics schemes operate within the model.  
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One of the most critical sub-grid schemes used in RCMs is the parameterization of deep 

convection. It is commonly thought that a decrease in model grid increment to convection 

permitting (CP) scale (< 4 km) will lead to more accurate results and a reduction in biases 

(e.g. Kotlarski et al., 2014). Results from some recent studies such as e.g. Hohenegger et 

al. (2009), Bauer et al. (2011), Kendon et al. (2012), Warrach-Sagi et al. (2013) support 

this hypothesis. These improvements are likely to be primarily due to the explicit 

handling of deep convection, and also on the improved representation of orography and 

land surface structure. Furthermore, an increase in model resolution down to ~1-4 km 

requires an adaptation of certain schemes, because certain parameterizations that work 

well on coarser scales might be unsuitable at CP resolutions. This is particularly true for 

turbulent parameterization schemes (e.g. Kleczek et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2015; Prein 

et al., 2015; Milovac et. al., 2016). 

The processes in the SVA system are mostly small-scale phenomena, which can influence 

larger scale circulations (e.g. Tribbia and Baumhefer 2004). Representation of these 

relations in the models are therefore a key factor affecting accuracy. Various research 

strategies have been proposed to accurately represent the water and energy exchange 

processes between the soil, vegetation and atmosphere (e.g. Ek and Holtslag, 2004; 

Seneviratne et al., 2010; Santanello et al., 2013). Particularly important is the 

consideration of the structural evolution of the PBL, humidity profiles, moisture 

advection, mesoscale circulations, CI (Sherwood et al., 2010), as well as the formation of 

clouds and precipitation. 

In models such as WRF, representation of CI and precipitation are influenced by the land 

surface through the PBL schemes, which parameterize the turbulent transport of heat, 

moisture and momentum in the atmosphere. The lower boundary conditions for the PBL 

schemes are the surface turbulent fluxes, simulated by the LSM. Thus a strong linkage 

exists between the PBL schemes and LSMs. Many studies have been focused on WRF 

sensitivity to PBL schemes (e.g. Hu et al., 2010, 2013; Shin and Hong, 2011; Xie et al., 

2012, 2013; Coniglio et al., 2013; García-Díez et al., 2013). On the other hand, there are 

not so many studies that have been investigated the model sensitivity to LSMs, especially 

with respect to representation of SVA feedback processes. Misenis and Zhang (2010) in 

their 5-day simulations found that WRF is more sensitive to the selection of LSM than to 

the PBL schemes, for standard meteorological predictions (i.e. 2 m temperature, 2 m 

relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction). This was primarily due to large 
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differences in simulated surface fluxes in the three LSMs used in the study. In their 

comprehensive analysis of WRF’s sensitivity on CP scale to LSM, microphysics, 

radiation and PBL parameterizations over the Iberian Peninsula, Borge et al. (2008) 

showed that the model representation of the PBLH and the PBL evolution is particularly 

influenced by the LSMs and PBL schemes. Therefore, by investigating the LSM-PBL 

parameterization linkage in WRF could lead to a better understanding of accuracy and 

variability in results, and SVA processes. 

The main issue impeding progress in investigating and understanding feedback processes 

between the land surface and the atmosphere is a lack of observations - crucial for such 

studies. Available measurements of key variables such as soil moisture and 

evapotranspiration lack spatial and temporal continuity (e.g. Seneviratne and Stöckli, 

2008; Findell and Eltahir, 2003a). Furthermore, measurements should not be constrained 

to the ground since land surface fluxes and PBL water vapour both interact with 

entrainment fluxes. The lack of high-resolution temperature and water-vapour profiling, 

which are a prerequisite to improve our understanding of SVA feedback loops and PBL 

processes, is currently a strong weakness within observing systems (Wulfmeyer et al., 

2015a). In the past, entrainment fluxes have been measured mainly in-situ by aircrafts 

(Lenschow et al., 1994), which is a rather expensive method. Another method is 

turbulence profiling with ground-based lidar systems such as Doppler lidar (DL) for wind 

measurements, temperature rotational Raman lidar (TRRL) (Radlach et al., 2008), and 

either differential absorption lidar (WVDIAL; Wagner et al., 2013) or Raman lidar for 

water-vapour (Turner et al., 2002). These lidar systems are capable of profiling higher-

order turbulent moments of vertical wind and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation 

rate (e.g., Wulfmeyer and Janjić, 2005; Ansmann et al., 2010; Lenschow et al., 2012), 

temperature (Behrendt et al., 2013) and water vapour (e.g. Wulfmeyer, 1999a; 

Wulfmeyer et al., 2010; Muppa et al., 2016) in the CBL. Furthermore, combinations of 

these remote sensing systems are applied for profiling of the latent heat flux, as well as 

stability indices (Wulfmeyer, 1999b, Corsmeier et al., 2011). The combination of 3D 

scanning WVDIAL and TRRL has the potential to measure fields of surface and 

entrainment fluxes simultaneously by the application of sophisticated scan strategies 

(Wulfmeyer et al., 2015a). High-resolution scans in the surface layer allow for studying 

the two-dimensional structure of the fluxes through the application of the Monin-

Obukhov (MO) similarity theory (Cooper et al., 2007; Wulfmeyer et al., 2014b). In 
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Germany, a corresponding synergy of scanning lidar systems was deployed during field 

campaigns such as COPS in summer 2007 (Wulfmeyer et al., 2008; Wulfmeyer et al., 

2011; Behrendt et al., 2013), the TransRegio (TR) 32 (Simmer et al., 2015) FLUXPAT 

campaign in autumn 2009 (Behrendt et al., 2009), the High Definition Clouds and 

Precipitation [HD(CP)2] Observational Prototype Experiment (HOPE)  in spring 2013 

(Hammann et al. 2015), and the Surface Atmosphere Boundary Layer Exchange 

(SABLE) campaign (Wulfmeyer et al., 2015b). The high resolution data sets collected 

during these campaigns represent a valuable tool for detailed studies of convection and 

PBL evolution. There is also potential to develop new strategies for model validation and 

for investigation of sub-grid parameterizations relating to SVA feedbacks and turbulent 

fluxes. 

1.4. Aims and objectives 

One of the objectives of the first phase of the RU 1695 P1 project was to develop and 

verify a WRF-RCM on the CP scale including an advanced representation of SVA 

feedback processes, prior to supplementing it by a crop and a multi-agent model, with the 

emphasis on water and energy cycling between the land surface and the atmosphere. For 

that, it is necessary to assess WRF’s representation of CBL processes, especially when 

different combinations of PBL and LSM parameterization schemes are used. By doing 

this in synergy with unique profile measurements, the knowledge of key physical 

processes in the SVA system can be greatly improved, and potential areas for 

improvement within parameterization schemes and possible solutions can be identified. 

In order to achieve these aims, an extensive investigation is conducted using WRF. The 

model representation of land-surface and PBL processes and feedbacks has been accessed 

under dry and convective weather conditions to investigate the model sensitivity to 

different parameterizations. For that, an ensemble of six simulations using various 

combinations of land surface and PBL model physics schemes has been set up. From 

these simulations, two case studies are examined – a dry and a convective case – with 

unique comparisons of humidity profiles against high resolution profile measurements 

with the WVDIAL. At the same time, the simulated coupling between land surface and 

the atmosphere is analysed and quantified, and the sensitivity of key processes to model 

physics within WRF is investigated, in respect to SVA feedbacks.  
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Five questions are used to summarise the aims of this thesis, and provide a basis for later 

conclusions: 

1) How sensitive are the CP WRF simulations of PBL processes and DMC to the 

PBL parameterization in temperate climate conditions? 

2) To what extent do LSM physics influence simulated atmospheric processes, 

especially PBL evolution, entrainment, convection and precipitation?  

3) What coupling effects exist between the land surface and PBL model physics 

and are they dependent on location and weather conditions? 

4) To what extent the WVDIAL measurements can used for the assessment of 

actual and modelled PBL evolution at the CP scale? 

5) What LSMs and PBL parameterizations show the most promising results at the 

CP scale? 

The dissertation is structured as follows. Descriptions of the WRF model chain and 

physics schemes are presented in section 2. In section 3, the dry case study is introduced, 

and the results given and discussed, followed by the convective case study in section 4. 

Finally, general conclusions and an outlook are given in sections 5 and 6. 
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2. Experimental setup and methodology 

An ensemble consisting of 6 simulations for the sensitivity studies represented in this 

thesis have been executed with the WRF model. The simulations differed in selected PBL 

scheme and LSM. Basics about the WRF model and the differences among each of the 

simulations are given in the following subsection. In the last two subsections the selected 

LSMs and PBL schemes are introduced, with special emphasis on the differences among 

them.   

2.1. The WRF model 

WRF is a numerical atmospheric model based on Euler nonhydrostatic equations, which 

are fully compressible and conservative for scalar variables (Skamarock et al. 2008). 

Equations are solved numerically with the least-squares method on the Arakawa C 

staggered grid. The vertical coordinate is a terrain-following, dry hydrostatic-pressure 

coordinate with the top of the model at constant pressure surface (Skamarock et al. 2008). 

WRF can be applied over different scales ranging from global circulation (e.g. Zhang et 

al., 2012) down to large-eddy simulations (LES; e.g. Talbot et al., 2012), where the main 

energy-producing scales of 3D atmospheric turbulence are resolved explicitly on the 

computational grid. Primarily, the model has been used for NWP and climate simulations, 

with the horizontal resolution ranging from 1 to 50 km (e.g. Mirocha et al., 2014; Milovac 

et al., 2016).  

WRF includes a selection of physics parameterization schemes for longwave and 

shortwave radiation, surface-layer, PBL and microphysics, and is coupled with a chosen 

LSM which can vary in complexity. In case of non-convection-permitting simulations 

where the horizontal grid spacing exceeds 4 km and deep convection processes are not 

resolved explicitly by the model, several choices of convection parameterizations are 

available. They were developed and applied as stand-alone models (forced e.g. with 

weather data) or coupled to hydrologic and atmospheric models. Coupled with WRF, a 

LSM interacts directly and indirectly with all the other WRF parameterization schemes. 

Water and energy fluxes calculated in a LSM are provided to a PBL parameterization 

scheme as lower boundary conditions, usually through a surface layer scheme. The PBL 

scheme calculates the sub-grid scale vertical turbulent fluxes in the whole atmospheric 
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column, i.e. it is not limited only to the PBL. Atmospheric tendencies of temperature, 

moisture with clouds, and horizontal momentum are obtained from the PBL scheme 

directly. 

Strongest SVA feedbacks such as between soil moisture and precipitation may be 

expected in regions where atmosphere is not as dry as in desert areas, or as moist as in 

areas with tropical climate conditions (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a, Koster et al., 2006, 

Guillod et al., 2015). Therefore temperate climate conditions are favourable for so called 

transitional regions which are marked as areas where feedback of the soil moisture state 

on the atmospheric processes exists (Findell and Eltahir, 2003b; Knist et al., 2016). To 

investigate SVA feedbacks for this work, the study area is located in Europe, centred in 

Germany, where climate conditions are characterised as temperate and maritime, with 

greater seasonal variations in temperature which result in moderate warm summers and 

cold wet winters. Central and southern part of the country is in a transitional region having 

both maritime and continental influences. According to the aforementioned, the model 

domain was chosen to cover most of central and south Germany (Figure 4).  

 

 

Figure 4. The outer within the red boundaries and the inner domain in the white boundaries for the 

WRF simulations along with the orography field (in m ASL). 
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All simulations were carried out with the WRF model version 3.5.1. The resolution of 

the inner domain was set to 2 km (Figure 4). The outer domain, with 6-km resolution, 

was chosen as an intermediate step to downscale the coarse European Centre for Medium 

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analyses data (on a 0.125 x 0.125 degree 

grid). It incorporates the whole of Germany and the impact of elevated ranges in the 

closest neighbouring areas. The mountain range of Alps and the Massif Central in 

southern France were included in order to capture the major synoptic forcing that 

influences the local weather in western and south-western Germany. The inner domain 

with 270 x 270 grid cells was nested into this domain covering most of Germany. The 

model simulations were performed on a vertical grid consisting of 89 full pressure levels, 

with 20 levels within the first 2200 m, and the lowest σ level set to ~ 5 m. 

The WRF model was set up with the following physics parameterizations: Morrison 2 

moment scheme (Morrison et al., 2005) for microphysics and the rapid radiative transfer 

model for global circulation models (RRTMG) for both the longwave and shortwave 

radiation. The Kain-Fritsch scheme (Kain, 2004) was selected for convection 

parameterization in the outer domain.  

Table 1. The WRF experiments with the selected PBL schemes, surface layer schemes, and LSMs. 

Experiment PBL scheme Surface layer scheme LSM 

ACM2 ACM2 Revised MM5 NOAH 

MYJ MYJ Eta similarity NOAH 

MYNN MYNN 2.5 Revised MM5 NOAH 

YSU YSU Revised MM5 NOAH 

MYNN-MP MYNN 2.5 Revised MM5 NOAH-MP 

YSU-MP YSU Revised MM5 NOAH-MP 

 

With this configuration, a total of six numerical experiments were conducted with the 

Asymmetric Convective Model version 2 (ACM2; Pleim, 2007), Mellor-Yamada-Janjić 

(MYJ; Mellor and Yamada, 1982; Janjić, 2002), Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino 

(MYNN; Nakanishi and Niino, 2009) and Yonsei University (YSU; Hong et al., 2006) 

PBL schemes, in combination with the NOAH and NOAH-MP LSMs (Table 1). The 

LSMs and PBL schemes are introduced in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively. 
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MYNN and ACM2 have the possibility to run with multiple surface layer 

parameterizations. In order to minimize the impact of the surface layer parameterization 

in this sensitivity study, the revised MM5 scheme (Jiménez et al., 2012) was selected in 

the model runs with MYNN, ACM2 and YSU PBL. This was not possible for the 

simulations with MYJ, since the choice of the surface layer scheme is constrained to the 

Eta similarity scheme only, when running the model with MYJ (e.g. Janjić, 2002).  

The land cover map in the WRF model is based on data from the Moderate Resolution 

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and they are classified according to the 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGSP) land cover classification, in 1 km 

data resolution. The original soil texture data in WRF, which is at the 5’ resolution for 

Europe, is too coarse for studying SVA feedbacks on CP scales (Warrach-Sagi et al., 

2008; Sanchez et al., 2009; Guillod et al., 2013), therefore it was replaced with new 1-

km soil texture maps for Europe (Milovac et al., 2014a) based on the Harmonized World 

Soil Database (HWSD), and for Germany based on the German Soil Overview Map 

(BÜK 1000; Milovac et al., 2014b).  

Since 2007 the ECMWF model is coupled to the hydrologically extended multi-level 

LSM HTESSEL, which results in a more realistic representation of the soil state than 

with the previous TESSEL LSM (Balsamo et al., 2009). The ECMWF operational 

analysis fields on a 0.125 x 0.125 degree grid are available on 6 hourly basis. Tests of 

initialization and operation of WRF with ECMWF operational analyses (ECMWF-

analysis) of soil moisture and temperature fields showed that NOAH and NOAH-MP can 

spin up within a few weeks for this temperate climate region. Further, the deep soil is 

weakly coupled to the land surface and therefore its state does not contribute as much to 

the PBL evolution in short-term simulations (e.g. Angevine et al., 2014). Therefore, in 

order to get an equilibrated land surface state, the soil spin up run was set to run from 1 

June 2009 to 21 August 2009 (Figure 5), with the soil moisture and soil temperature 

initialized with ECMWF-analysis data obtained from ECMWF Data Server. The 

initialization was done once at the start of the soil spin up run, on 1 June 2009 at 0 UTC.  
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the preformed WRF simulations in the corresponding time 

frames, with denoted dates of the case studies.   

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the “weather forecast mode”. Start denotes the start date and 

N is the number of simulated days.  
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All experimental simulations started on 21 August 2009 at 0 UTC and were set to run in 

cycles of 30 hours in so called “weather forecast mode” (e.g. Williams at al., 2013). Each 

successive cycle started every next day from 0 UTC. At the start of each cycle, 

atmospheric conditions, as well as the lateral boundary conditions for the outer domain 

(6 km) were initialized by the ECMWF-analysis as well. The first 6 hours from the each 

cycle run were discarded from the analysis due to the atmospheric spin up. The soil 

moisture and soil temperature were once initialized from the soil spin up run on 21 August 

2009, and then evolved freely. The principle of “weather forecast mode” is demonstrated 

in Figure 6. 

2.2. Land surface models 

Among the selection of four LSMs available in WRF, two LSMs coupled with WRF are 

analysed in this study: the extensively used NOAH (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a, 2001b), 

and the more sophisticated and more recent NOAH-MP (Niu et al., 2011). Short 

descriptions of the schemes in order to highlight the major discrepancies, are given in the 

next two subsections.  

2.2.1. NOAH land surface model 

The NOAH LSM (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a, 2001b; Ek et al., 2003) is a single column 

model with four soil layers of thicknesses of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 1 m, a fractional vegetation, 

and a snow layer. A diffusive form of the vertical Richard’s equation for soil moisture 

and the thermal diffusion equation are used calculating soil moisture and soil temperature 

within a soil column for both unfrozen and frozen soils. The fluxes and the skin 

temperature at the land surface are derived by solving the energy balance closure 

formulated as, 

    (1 − 𝛼)𝑆𝑊 ↓ +𝐿𝑊 ↓ −𝐿𝑊 ↑= 𝑅𝑛 = 𝐻 + 𝜆𝐸 + 𝐺       (3) 

with α being the surface albedo, SW and LW are shortwave and longwave net radiations, 

respectively. The arrows ↓↑ stand for downward and upward, Rn is the net surface 

radiation flux, H the sensible heat flux, λE the latent heat flux (the latent heat of 

vaporization λ multiplied with the actual evapotranspiration E), and G is the ground heat 

flux. A significant role in computing the energy fluxes and closing the energy balance in 
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Eq. (3) has the surface skin temperature (Tskin). The calculation of Tskin in NOAH is 

determined by using a single linearized surface energy balance equation over the 

combined ground/vegetated surface following Mahrt and Ek (1984). The fluxes are 

calculated separately over the vegetation canopy and the bare ground. Therefore, the net 

flux is a sum of the fluxes over the canopy and bare ground, weighted by the vegetation 

fraction (Fveg).  

H is calculated as follows,  

     𝐻 = 𝜌𝐶𝑝𝐶ℎ𝑢(𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇)       (4) 

where ρ is air density, Cp is specific heat capacity of moist air, Ch the surface exchange 

coefficient for heat, and u is the wind speed at the reference height. G is related to the 

temperature gradient between the surface skin (denoted as skin) and midpoint of the first 

soil layer (denoted as s1) written as, 

     𝐺 = 𝐾ℎ(𝜂)
𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑠1

Δ𝑧
 (5) 

with κh being the thermal conductivity, η soil moisture fraction, Ts1 the temperature at the 

midpoint of the first soil layer, and dz is the soil thickness between the levels skin and s1. 

The calculation of λE is based on the potential evapotranspiration (Ep). The calculation 

of Ep follows the Penman-based energy balance approach based on Mahrt and Ek (1984) 

which includes a stability-dependent aerodynamic resistance formulated as, 

     𝜆𝐸𝑝 =
Δ(𝑅𝑛 − 𝐺) + 𝜌𝜆𝐶𝑞𝑢(𝑞𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑞)

1 + Δ
 (6) 

wherein Δ is the saturated vapour pressure curve, Cq is the exchange coefficient for 

moisture (which is assumed to be equal to that of heat, Ch), qsat and q are the saturated 

and specific humidity, respectively. The actual evapotranspiration is calculated as the 

sum of direct evaporation from the bare soil surface, evaporation of water intercepted by 

vegetation cover, and transpiration of plants. All the three variables are a function of the 

λEp. The key controlling variable for the canopy transpiration is the stomatal resistance 

(e.g. van der Velde et al., 2009; Ingwersen et al., 2011; Branch et al., 2014), which is 

calculated using a Jarvis-type formulation (Jarvis, 1976). The Jarvis approach is 

dependent on meteorological parameters such as radiation, humidity and temperature.  
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2.2.2. NOAH MP land surface model 

Since WRF version 3.4 released in 2012, a new NOAH-MP LSM can be coupled with 

WRF. NOAH-MP is an extended version of NOAH, with an internal suite of physics 

parameterizations and a modified energy balance (Niu et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2011). 

The switchable physical parameterizations include a separated vegetation canopy, 

dynamic leaf phenology, radiation transfer through the vegetation canopy, the multilayer 

snowpack topography based runoff, as well as groundwater table calculations. In 

addition, alongside the Jarvis scheme for stomatal resistance included with NOAH, 

NOAH-MP offers the Ball-Berry scheme (Ball and Berry, 1987), an approach which links 

stomatal resistance to leaf photosynthesis.  

NOAH-MP applies an advanced method to calculate the energy balance at the land 

surface, Eq. (3). To represent the surface heterogeneity, NOAH-MP uses the “semi-tile” 

sub-grid method, and is one of the major advances compared to the “tile” approach 

deployed in NOAH. In the “semi-tile” approach, shortwave radiation is computed over 

an entire grid cell, considering gaps between the canopy to compute fractions of sunlit 

and shaded leaves and their absorbed solar radiation. Net longwave radiation and surface 

turbulent fluxes are calculated separately over a vegetated and bare soil as in the “tile” 

approach. This “semi-tile” approach is designed to avoid overlapping of too many 

shadows whenever the vegetation is present and the sun is not overhead, which occurs 

with the conventional “tile” approach used in NOAH (Niu et al., 2011). Also there is a 

modification in the “tile” approach used in NOAH-MP. Different to NOAH, the fluxes 

over the vegetated tile are calculated not only over the canopy, but also within the canopy 

(i.e. between the ground and the canopy top). Therefore, the net atmospheric exchange 

from a whole vegetated grid cell is a weighted sum of all the canopy fluxes (above and 

underneath the canopy), and the fluxes from the bare ground. Furthermore, the simple 

linearized method for solving the energy balance in NOAH is replaced with an iterative 

method in NOAH-MP. The iteration is used to solve the unknown skin temperatures 

within each tile, and the accordingly the fluxes are updated in each iteration step. The 

iteration process is stopped when the energy balance is achieved, or when the number of 

iterations reaches some prescribed value (e.g. Nielson et al., 2013).  

There is also a structural difference in the communication chain between the LSM, and 

the surface layer PBL schemes, when WRF is coupled with NOAH-MP (WRF-NOAH-
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MP) and not with NOAH (WRF-NOAH). In WRF-NOAH the exchange coefficients for 

momentum (Cm) and the scalar variables (Ch, Cq) are calculated within the surface layer 

scheme, whilst in WRF-NOAH-MP there is no direct information exchange between 

NOAH-MP and the surface layer scheme over land surfaces. This means that in 

WRF-NOAH-MP over land surfaces the calculation of the surface exchange coefficients 

and the corresponding surface layer diagnostics (i.e. 2 m temperature and humidity, 10 

m wind) are calculated directly in NOAH-MP, while the coupled surface layer scheme 

operates only over water-surfaces (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2013). 

Table 2. Complete configuration of NOAH-MP as deployed in this study.  

  

NOAH-MP OPTIONS CHOSEN OPTION SHORT DESCRIPTION 

Dynamic vegetation model 

(dveg) 
Off 

Leaf area index (LAI) from table; 

vegetation fraction (FVEG) calculated 

Stomatal resistance (SR) 

(opt_crs) 
Ball-Berry scheme Accounts for photosynthesis 

Surface layer drag coefficient 

(opt_sfc) 
Original Noah 

Version used in Noah (Chen et al., 

1997) 

Soil moisture factor for SR 

(opt_btr) 
Community Land Model (CLM) A function of the matric potential 

Runoff and groundwater 

(opt_run) 

Original surface and subsurface 

runoff 
Free drainage 

Supercooled liquid water 

(opt_frz) 
No iteration 

General form of the freezing-point 

depression equation 

Soil permeability              

(opt_inf) 
Non-linear effect, less permeable 

Uses only the liquid water volume to 

calculate hydraulic properties 

Radiative transfer            

(opt_rad) 
Modified two-stream 

Probability of gap between canopy          

equals to (1-FVEG) 

Ground surface albedo      

(opt_alb) 

Biosphere – Atmosphere Transfer 

Scheme (BATS) 

Snow albedo accounts for fresh snow, 

snow age, grain size growth, etc. 

Precipitation – snow or rain 

(opt_snf) 

Snow when surface temperature 

(Tsfc ) < freezing temperature(Tfrz) 

When Tsfc < Tfrz snow, otherwise 

rainfall. 

Soil temp. lower boundary 

condition (opt_tbot) 

Bottom temperature (Tbot) at 8m 

from input file 
Read Tbot  at Zbot from wrfinput file 

Snow/soil temp. time scheme 

(opt_stc) 
Fully-implicit Same as used in Noah 

 

NOAH-MP coupled to WRF 3.5.1 offers 12 additional options for key land-atmosphere 

interaction processes, such as options for surface water infiltration and runoff, and 

groundwater transfer and storage including water table depth to an unconfined aquifer. 

Horizontal and vertical vegetation density can be prescribed or predicted using prognostic 

photosynthesis and dynamic vegetation models that allocate carbon to vegetation (leaf, 

https://www.google.hr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiCw4K8g87LAhXjd5oKHSqLAq4QFggaMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acronymfinder.com%2FBiosphere_Atmosphere-Transfer-Scheme-(BATS).html&usg=AFQjCNHPU1DI-En4cN9Tf0FrOD32i9z95A&sig2=lsFuiq-jbdwH_9jYVxDxjA&bvm=bv.117218890,d.bGs
https://www.google.hr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiCw4K8g87LAhXjd5oKHSqLAq4QFggaMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acronymfinder.com%2FBiosphere_Atmosphere-Transfer-Scheme-(BATS).html&usg=AFQjCNHPU1DI-En4cN9Tf0FrOD32i9z95A&sig2=lsFuiq-jbdwH_9jYVxDxjA&bvm=bv.117218890,d.bGs
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stem, wood and root) and soil carbon pools (Niu et al. 2011). Table 2 lists the selected 

settings for NOAH-MP applied for this case study.  

Aside from calculation of the energy balance closure and the semi-tile approach, major 

difference between NOAH-MP and NOAH relates to the Ball-Berry-photosynthesis. 

Furthermore, the bottom temperature at 8 m from the input file is used as the soil 

temperature lower boundary condition, and snow/soil temperature time scheme is chosen 

to be the fully-implicit. Rather than applying the NOAH-MP default setting, switches 

related to calculation of surface layer drag coefficients, runoff and ground water, and 

surface albedo have been selected to suit the study area according to offline NOAH-MP 

experiments applied for Germany (Warrach-Sagi 2013, personal communication; Gayler 

et al., 2014; Ingwersen et al., 2015;). Furthermore, test simulations were performed prior 

to the simulations for this study. All available options for calculation of soil moisture 

factor for stomatal resistance (2 options) and dynamic vegetation model (4 options) were 

tested. The simulations were compared with measurements of meteorological variables 

and radiosonde vertical profiles in SW Germany, as well as with NOAH simulations. The 

tests showed that the WRF model was numerically stable with the soil moisture factor 

based on the Community Land Model (CLM), which was not the case with the model 

configured with the other Noah based option. Dynamic vegetation model was set to be 

switched off since the simulations in this study were run for the short-term period (less 

than a moth) in which strong variations in vegetation dynamics are not expected, and the 

option in which vegetation fraction (FVEG) was calculated showed better agreement with 

the available measurements in the test simulations (plots not shown, beyond the scope of 

this thesis). 

2.3. Planetary Boundary Layer schemes 

Variety of techniques are used for parameterization of turbulent processes in the PBL in 

the NWP models and RCMs. The two most important characteristics by which the PBL 

schemes can be categorised are the order of the turbulence closure and whether local or 

nonlocal approach is deployed (e.g. Cohen et al., 2015). The system of equations used to 

represent the turbulent mixing consists of equation of motion, thermodynamic and 

continuity equations, in which all the variables are decomposed into mean and perturbed 

components. The perturbations represent turbulent moments from the mean state, and 
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they are unknowns of the system. The number of the unknown terms in the system is 

always higher than the number of known terms. Consequently, a closure technique in 

which each unknown term is empirically related to the known terms needs to be applied. 

The order of closure is related to the order of the turbulent moment that are parameterized. 

For example, if, for example, the Nth moments are parameterized, the scheme uses the 

(N-1)th order closure technique. The order of closure technique may be also a non-integer 

value. For example, 1.5 order closure technique denotes that an additional prognostic 

equation for some, but not all second order moments in the turbulent system of equations 

is applied. In this closure technique, certain third order moments and remaining unknown 

second order moments are parameterized. The local and nonlocal approaches differ in the 

depth over which these turbulent moments affect variables at a specified height in the 

PBL. If the impact of only from adjacent levels is considered, this refers to the local 

approach. The nonlocal approach accounts for the impact from multiple levels within the 

PBL, and includes the mixing of the largest eddies which may extend from the land 

surface to the PBL top.  

The WRF simulations analysed in this study are configured with two local schemes that 

use the 1.5 order closure technique, one nonlocal scheme with the first order technique 

and one nonlocal scheme that combines also the local approach. Short description of these 

4 schemes is given in the following 2 subsections.  

2.3.1. The local approach: MYJ and MYNN 

MYJ and MYNN are the 1.5 order parameterization schemes, which means that they use 

an additional prognostic equation to calculate wind variances. In these schemes, the 

second order equation for TKE is used, which is given by 

     
𝜕𝑇𝐾𝐸

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[𝑤′ (𝑇𝐾𝐸 +

𝑝

𝑝0
)

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
] − 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
− 𝑣′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
−

𝑔

𝜃0
𝑤′𝜃𝑣

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜀, (7) 

where p is pressure, p0 is the surface pressure, Ѳv is the virtual potential temperature, and 

ԑ is the dissipation rate of TKE. The other second order turbulent moments are diagnosed 

by applying the mixing length theory proposed by Prandtl (Prandtl, 1942). 

Both schemes use the Mellor-Yamada scheme (Mellor and Yamada, 1982) as their 

baseline. MYNN treats consistently condensation physics in the PBL by including liquid-
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water potential temperature and total water content as prognostic thermodynamic 

variables and allowing for partial condensation in a model grid to assure proper 

interaction with microphysics and radiation (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009). 

Both aforementioned schemes relate the turbulent fluxes of any adiabatically conserved 

quantity to gradients of their mean values at adjacent levels only (i.e. local approach) as 

     𝑤′𝜓′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = −𝐾𝜓

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
 (8) 

where w’ represents the vertical velocity fluctuation, ψ’ is the fluctuation of an 

adiabatically conserved variable (momentum m, heat h or moisture q). The overbars 

denote averaged values. Kψ (≡  𝑙𝑆𝜓√2𝑇𝐾𝐸 ) is the eddy diffusivity specified as a function 

of TKE, a stability function Sψ, and the mixing length scale l. 

Table 3. Parameterizations of the mixing length scale (l) as deployed in MYNN and MYJ. ls is l in 

the surface layer, lt is the turbulent length scale, and lb is l related to the buoyancy force, κ is the von 

Karman constant, L is the MO length scale and wc is a velocity scale, N is the Brunt-Väisälä 

frequency, z is the height of a model level, and zi is the PBLH. 
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The two local schemes use slightly different parameterizations for the mixing length scale 

l (Table 3). In MYJ, l is parameterized with the most common formulation suggested by 

Blackadar (1962), which is applied for both the stable PBL and the CBL. In MYNN, l is 

controlled by the smallest among the three mixing length scales: ls in the surface layer, 

turbulent length scale lt dependent on the PBLH, and the length scale lb related to the 

buoyancy force, which is effective only in the stable PBL. 

In the MYJ scheme the TKE method is used to diagnose the PBLH. The method 

calculates the PBLH as the height at which TKE decreases to its critical value, which is 

prescribed to 0.1 Jkg-1 in the scheme. MYNN diagnoses the PBLH combining the TKE 

method (hTKE), and the θ - increase method (hθ) as described in e.g. Seibert (2000) and 

Nielsen-Gammon et al. (2008). In the θ - increase method, the PBLH is defined as the 

height where the potential temperature (θ) exceeds the minimum potential temperature 

within the PBL by some threshold amount (e.g. 1.5 K). The weighting factor wf (≡ 

0.5(tanzi(ziθ -200m)/400m)+0.5) is used to control a contribution of the TKE method 

versus the θ -increase method: 

     𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖(𝑇𝐾𝐸)(1 − 𝑤𝑓) + 𝑧𝑖(𝜃)𝑤𝑓 (9) 

In MYNN, the critical TKE is not prescribed as in MYJ, but calculated as the maximum 

TKE within the first 500 m of the PBL divided by 20. The upper and lower boundaries 

are set to 0.25 m2s-2 and 0.025 m2s-2, respectively. 

2.3.2. The nonlocal approach: YSU and ACM2 

YSU and ACM2 are both the 1st order schemes since they do not use any additional 

prognostic equation for higher order moments. In the YSU scheme the second order 

moments are parameterized as 

     𝑤′𝜓′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = −𝐾𝜓 (
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
− 𝛾𝜓) +  (𝑤′𝜓′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)𝑧𝑖

(
𝑧

𝑧𝑖
)

3

 (10) 

where γψ is a correction to the local gradient, zi is the diagnosed PBLH, and the last term 

on the right hand side represents the parameterization of the entrainment flux (see Table 

4). The eddy diffusivity for momentum (Km) is a function of the mixed layer velocity 

scale ws, the model level height z and zi. Eddy diffusivity for heat and moisture is 

calculated from Km by using the Prandtl number (Table 4). By adding the counter gradient 
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correction term γψ to the local gradient, YSU accounts for the contribution of large eddies 

to the total mixing, which makes this scheme nonlocal.   

Table 4. Parameterizations used in YSU and ACM2: zs=min(z, 0.1zi) for unstable and zs = z for 

stable conditions. ws is the turbulent velocity scale, ws0 is ws at z = 0.5h, (w’ψ’)0 is the surface flux. 

we is the entrainment rate at the inversion layer, and Δψ|zi is the jump of the variable ψ at the 

inversion layer. Φ is a nondimensional profile function, κ is the von Karman constant, subscripts m 

and h stand for momentum and scalar variables (heat and moisture), respectively. Detailed 

parameterizations can be found in Hong et al. (2006) and Pleim (2007). 
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The entrainment fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum are explicitly treated in YSU. 

They are represented as a function of the entrainment rate at the inversion layer (we) and 

the jump of each variable at the inversion layer (see Table 4). we is proportional to the 

buoyancy flux at the inversion layer, which is calculated as -0.15 times the surface 

buoyancy flux (see Hong et al., 2006). This new feature in the YSU scheme has been 

shown to be the most critical step toward an improved representation of the CBL mixing. 

Hong et al. (2006) showed that the YSU scheme with the explicit treatment of the 

entrainment fluxes accounted for increased boundary layer mixing in the thermally 

induced free convection regime and decreased mixing in the mechanically induced 

convection regime, which was a well-known problem with its predecessor, the 

Medium Range Forecast (MRF) PBL scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996). Furthermore, YSU 

reproduced a more realistic CI and convective inhibition, which led to an improved 

representation of the PBL due to the explicit treatment of the entrainment fluxes.  
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In ACM2, described by Pleim (2007), total mixing is split between local and nonlocal 

components. In discrete form, vertical turbulent fluxes for momentum, heat or moisture 

(ψ) are parameterized as 

     𝑤′𝜓′
𝑙+1/2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = −𝑓𝑐𝑣𝑀𝑢 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧
𝑙+

1
2

) (𝜓1 − 𝜓𝑙)

− (1 − 𝑓𝑐𝑣) [𝐾𝜓(𝑙+1/2)

Δ𝜓𝑙+1
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

Δ𝑧𝑙+1/2
+ 𝐾𝜓(𝑙−1/2)

Δ𝜓𝑙
̅̅ ̅

Δ𝑧𝑙−1/2
] 

(11) 

where subscript l denotes an index of the staggered layers (i.e. at the centre of a grid cell), 

while the regular layers are represented with l+1/2 and l-1/2 indices. zl and Δzl depict the 

height and thickness of a layer l, respectively. A weighting factor fcv is the key parameter 

that controls the degree of local versus nonlocal mixing (see Table 4). Under stable and 

neutral conditions, the overall mixing is only affected by the local transport (fcv =0), whilst 

in unstable situations the total mixing is dominated by the nonlocal components. The first 

term on the right hand side of Eq. (11) represents the nonlocal part of mixing, with Mu 

standing for the upward convective mixing rate. Mu is a function of eddy diffusivity Kψ 

as displayed in Table 4. The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (11) represents the 

local part of the mixing. Eddy diffusivity Kψ is defined as a function of friction velocity 

u*, z, zi, and the nondimensional profile function Φψ formulated similar as in Holtslag and 

Boville (1993). The expression for calculating Kψ used in ACM2 is depicted in Table 4 

as well. 

PBLH is diagnosed with the bulk Richardson number method, which defines PBLH as 

the height where the bulk Richardson number (Rib) reaches a critical value (Ribcr). 

In stable conditions, YSU calculates Rib at height z using the formulation  

     𝑅𝑖𝑏(𝑧) =
𝑔[𝜃𝑣(𝑧) − 𝜃𝑣(𝑧1)]𝑧

𝜃𝑣(𝑧1)[𝑢(𝑧)2 + 𝑣(𝑧)2]
 (12) 

with θv standing for the virtual potential temperature and z1 is the height of the lowest 

model level. u and v denote the horizontal wind components. In unstable conditions θv(z1) 

in Eq. (12) is replaced with θs, which is defined as θv near the surface. It is calculated as 

a function of θv at the lowest model level and the virtual potential temperature excess near 

the surface (for more details see Hong et al., 2006). The value of Ribcr is set to 0.25 in 

stable conditions and to 0 in unstable environments. 
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ACM2 uses a similar formulation as Eq. (12) to calculate the bulk Richardson number in 

stable conditions. The only difference is that it accounts for the bulk wind shear between 

a model level and the lowest model level, instead of the values at the each model level as 

given in Eq.(12). In unstable conditions zi is diagnosed as the height above the level of 

neutral buoyancy, and therefore the Richardson method is applied over the interfacial 

layer only. Therefore, first the top of the CBL (zi) is estimated as the height where the 

θv(zi)= θs, with θs being formulated as in YSU. Then, Rib for the interfacial layer is 

calculated using the expression 

     𝑅𝑖𝑏(𝑧) =
𝑔[𝜃𝑣(𝑧) − 𝜃𝑠](𝑧 − 𝑧𝑖)

𝜃𝑣
̅̅ ̅{[𝑢(𝑧) − 𝑢(𝑧𝑖)]2 + [𝑣(𝑧) − 𝑣(𝑧𝑖)]2}

 (13) 

where θv =[ θv(z)+θv(zi)]/2 and z ≥  zi. Ribcr is set to 0.25 in both stable and unstable cases. 

Within the nonlocal PBL schemes, the PBLH is a mixing height scale. Therefore, the 

sensitivity of such schemes to the PBLH diagnostics is very high, which represents a 

major drawback for the nonlocal parameterizations.  
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3. Dry case study 

The methods and results presented in this chapter are based on the published article by: 

Milovac, J., K. Warrach-Sagi, A. Behrendt, F. Späth, J. Ingwersen, and V. Wulfmeyer 

(2016), Investigation of PBL schemes combining the WRF model simulations with 

scanning water vapour differential absorption lidar measurements, J. Geophys. Res. 

Atmos., 121, 624–649, doi:10.1002/2015JD023927. 

The influence of the model configuration on representation of the PBL features, such as 

PBL evolution, moisture and temperature profiles and the PBLH during dry weather 

conditions is analysed and compared with the WVDIAL measurements. The coupling 

strength between the land surface and atmosphere is investigated via intercomparisons of 

the simulated mixing diagrams. The measurements are introduced in chapter 3.1, while 

the study site is described in 3.2. The results are given in 3.4, and discussed in section 

3.5. 

3.1. Study area and weather conditions 

The study site is located in western Germany, near the village of Inden and the Jülich 

Research Centre (Figure 2). During the field campaign TR 32 FLUXPAT (funded by the 

German Science Foundation) in September 2009, worldwide the first scanning WVDIAL 

measurements were taken at the site (50°51’20.55’’ N, 6°22’4.91’’ E, 105 m above sea 

level; Behrendt et al., 2009). The WVDIAL moisture gradients, in combination with 

variances of the data, facilitate the identification of turbulent structures and allows for 

unambiguous identification of e.g. PBLH and the moist residual layer during morning 

and evening transition periods. The measurements were performed over an agriculturally 

dominated area in a relatively flat terrain within the River Ruhr catchment. However, 

apart from sugar beet, the fields were harvested in September 2009. An open-pit mine is 

located in the West, and the village of Inden in the North. Soil texture at the study site is 

primarily silty loam.  

On 8 September 2009 during the day the weather in central Europe was controlled by a 

high pressure system with its centre over Lithuania. During the whole day the weather at 

the study site was similar across most of Europe, cloudless and dry with weak synoptic 
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forcing. Minimum 2 m temperature measured in the area was about 15°C, while the 

maximum was between 28 and 30°C.The environmental air was rather dry, with relative 

humidity at 2 m height between 35 and 55% during the day. The 2 m dew point 

temperature close to the ground measured with radiosonde at 16 UTC was 12.8°C. Most 

of the day it was calm with weak winds. Until late afternoon, winds were southerly, south-

westerly direction with up to 5 ms-1 speed at elevations ranging from 30 to 360 m. After 

17:30 UTC the wind speeds increased up to ~ 5-9 ms-1. At night time the winds turned to 

an easterly and north-easterly direction. Wind data were obtained from sodar 

measurements performed at the study site on 8 September 2009 (Drüe, personal 

communication 2014). 

3.2. Measurements 

The WVDIAL is a scanning system, capable of performing 3-dimensional observations 

of humidity with the highest spatial/temporal resolution of all existing water-vapour 

remote sensing systems (Behrendt et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2013; Späth et al., 2016). 

Absolute humidity is measured with a spatial and temporal resolution of 15 to 300 m and 

0.5 to 10 s, respectively. The maximum range is several km during day and night and can 

be adapted to the PBL evolution to capture the whole depth of the PBL. Validation studies 

confirmed the high accuracy of the WVDIAL instrument (Bhawar et al., 2011; Muppa et 

al., 2016). Combining range-resolved measurements with scanning capability, different 

scan patterns (e.g. range-height indicator or plane-polar indicator scans) can be performed 

with the WVDIAL. The instrument allows for different types of volume scan patterns to 

be realized automatically. These properties allow for studying the temporal and spatial 

structure of the water vapour field in detail. 

Figure 7 shows the range-height indicator scan of the absolute humidity field measured 

on 8 September 2009 at 6 time steps between 8:48 and 17:52 UTC. The scan speed was 

0.1°s-1. An integration time of 10 s was used for each profile resulting in an angular 

resolution of 1°. Each of the scans took 24 minutes to complete. The complex structure 

of the humidity field and its typical development in the course of the day is revealed: 

several horizontal layers are seen in addition to turbulent structures close to the ground 

which extend to the full height of the CBL of ~ 2 km in the afternoon.  
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In the morning hours (Figure 7a, b, c) a CBL started to evolve, which is visible from the 

strong increase in humidity close to the land surface. High humidity content above the 

evolving CBL corresponds to the residual layer from the day before. At about 10 UTC 

(Figure 7d) the evolving CBL overtook the residual layer. In the afternoon, the CBL was 

well mixed and about 1.6 km high (Figure 7e), with humidity content lower than on the 

previous scan. Also, the interfacial layer with entrainment of drier air from aloft can be 

revealed at about 1.6 and up to 2 km. In Figure 7f collapsing of the CBL started, but 

higher humidity content and a clear boundary at the ~ 1.2 km height indicate presence of 

the relatively strong residual layer (up to 1.2 km) remained from the daytime. 

 

 

Figure 7. The WVDIAL scans of absolute humidity on 8 September 2009. The starting time of the 

each scan in UTC is denoted in the lower left corner of the corresponding panel. The duration of the 

each scan was approximately 24 minutes. White rectangles on the scans denote the area (3 km in 

horizontal and 2.5 km in vertical direction) over which the measured data were averaged to obtain 

the absolute humidity profiles. 
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The vertical profiles of absolute humidity used for validation in this study were obtained 

by averaging the scanning data over a range of 3 km, 1.5 km in each horizontal direction 

from the WVDIAL site (white dashed rectangle in Figure 7). As humidity within the CBL 

is highly variable, the averaging scheme of the WVDIAL scans yields data which are 

more representative for comparisons with the model output and provide lower sampling 

errors than e.g. radiosonde profiles, which sample the atmosphere only along its path at 

certain times. The profiles are given in chapter 3.4.1 along with the model simulations 

and the results are discussed in chapter 3.5. 

3.3. Methodology - the mixing diagram 

The mixing diagram approach, introduced by Betts (1992) and extensively used by 

Santanello et al. (2009; 2011; 2013) is applied for intercomparison of the PBL schemes 

and LSMs to analyse and quantify SVA feedback (Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8. The mixing diagram - an example of diurnal coevolution of Cpθ vs. λq from 7 to 17 UTC, 

with vectors (dashed lines with arrows) and their components (horizontal and vertical dashed lines) 

that contribute to the PBL total flux.  

In this approach the diurnal evolution of the two conservative variables, 2-m θ and q, is 

related to the change of heat and moisture at the land surface and within the CBL. To 
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relate the diurnal change of these two conservative variables to the heat and moisture 

budgets, they need to be represented in the energy field. In the mixing diagram it is done 

by multiplying θ with Cp and q with λ, whereupon the changes of heat and moisture in the 

CBL over some time interval Δt can be considered as vectors in this λq-Cpθ diagram, as 

denoted in Figure 8.  

In cases when horizontal advection of the mean scalars can be neglected, the local change 

of a conserved variable (potential temperature θ or humidity q) in the CBL over time 

interval (Δt) is the sum of the effects from the surface and in the interfacial layer: 

     𝐶𝑝

Δ𝜃

Δ𝑡
=

𝐻𝑠𝑓𝑐
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝐻𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝜌𝑚𝑧�̅�
 (14) 

The subscripts sfc and entr denote the surface and entrainment, respectively. ρm is the 

mean air density in the CBL. Overbars mark the averaged values over time period Δt. 

From Eq. (14) the x component of the surface vector (Vsfc, red vector in Figure 8) can be 

calculated as 

     𝐶𝑝Δ𝜃𝑠𝑓𝑐 =
𝐻𝑠𝑓𝑐
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ Δ𝑡

𝜌𝑚𝑧�̅�
 (15) 

The similar principle is valid also for calculating the y component of Vsfc (λΔq), only with 

θ being replaced with q, H with λE and Cp with λ. 

To obtain bulk information about feedbacks during a day between heat and moisture on 

the one hand and the PBL evolution on the other hand, the daytime mean approach and 

the stepwise (i.e. hourly) integration approach can be used. It has been shown that the 

more sensitive approach is the daily mean (Santanello et al., 2009), which is also 

deployed in this sensitivity study. The x and y components of the entrainment vector 

(Ventr, green vector in Figure 8) correspond to mean sensible and latent heat fluxes at the 

interfacial layer, respectively. These can be obtained using simple vector algebra (e.g. the 

mean entrainment heat flux can be calculated from a residual vector that connects Vsfc 

and the final values of λq and Cpθ at tend). 

An advection term in the budget equation for scalar variables in the PBL is often not 

negligible. Moreover, it is shown that, together with the entrainment term, it is one of the 

main constraining factors for closing the budget equation (e.g. Santanello et al., 2005). 

The mixing diagram approach also allows incorporating an impact of horizontal 
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advection of mean values by adding an advection vector (Vadv, blue vector in Figure 8) 

on the diagram. The x component of this vector can be calculated using: 

     𝐶𝑝Δ𝜃𝑎𝑑𝑣 = 𝐶𝑝Δ𝑡 [〈�̅�
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑥
〉 + 〈�̅�

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑦
〉] (16) 

with u and v standing for x and y wind components, and overbars denoting time averages. 

Angle brackets stand for averaged values within the CBL column. By replacing Cp with 

λ and θ with q in Eq. (16), the y component of Vadv can be calculated. Vadv is than added 

to Vsfc. A new residual vector that connects Vadv with the final values of λq and Cpθ at tend 

represents the modified entrainment flux (see Figure 8). 

The mixing diagram approach is a useful technique to diagnose the degree of coupling 

between the land surface and atmosphere on diurnal time scales. From the diagram it is 

possible to diagnose total mean fluxes of heat and moisture during a day within the PBL, 

as well as the contribution of the land surface and entrainment mean fluxes to the total 

mean flux. Negative/positive values of the mean sensible heat flux at the interfacial layer 

denote mean entrainment of cold/hot air from the free atmosphere, whilst 

negative/positive latent heat flux stands for the influx of dry/moist air through the 

interfacial layer. Using the aforementioned information obtained from the mixing 

diagrams, the mean Bowen ratio at the interfacial layer can be easily calculated. All 

details about vector representation of energy budgets and mixing diagrams are available 

in Santanello et al. (2009; 2011; 2013). 

3.4. Results 

In the section 3.4.1 the WVDIAL humidity profiles have been compared with the six 

WRF simulations for the first time ever in order to analyse the sensitivity of the model 

performance to PBL schemes and LSMs. In section 3.4.2 the simulated temperature 

profiles are compared with the radiosonde measurements executed at 16 UTC at the study 

site. A quantity that describes the ability of a PBL scheme to depict profiles of 

thermodynamic variables is PBLH (e.g. Coniglio et al., 2013). In subsection 3.4.3 the 

PBLH calculated from the simulations with two techniques are compared with the PBLH 

from WVDIAL absolute humidity profiles, which was estimated as the height with the 

highest moisture gradient (e.g. Seibert, 2000; Seidel et al., 2010, Pal et al., 2010). The 
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sensitivity of the WRF model to the PBL schemes and LSMs in simulating the local SVA 

coupling on a diurnal time scale is represented using the mixing diagram approach as 

described in the previous section. The results are presented in section 3.4.4. 

3.4.1. Absolute humidity profiles 

The high-resolution WVDIAL measurements, in combination with variances of the data, 

facilitate the identification of turbulent structures and allows for unambiguous 

identification of e.g. PBLH and the moist residual layer during morning and evening 

transition periods. On 8 September 2009, these measurements were available from 7 to 

10 UTC at an hourly scale, and in the afternoon at 16 and 18 UTC. The residual layer 

from the previous day, with a strong inversion layer at ~ 900 m is visible at 7 and 8 UTC 

(black dotted lines in Figure 9 and Figure 10). The PBL started to evolve slowly at the 

beginning of the day (from 7 to 9 UTC), and at 10 UTC it merged with the residual layer 

and reached the inversion layer. The PBL was well mixed (almost constant humidity 

profile) at 16 UTC, but already in the decay phase, whilst at 18 UTC an abrupt collapse 

of the PBL was observed. The measurements are compared with the absolute humidity 

profiles simulated with the six WRF simulations in the following two sections. 

a) Sensitivity to the PBL parameterizations 

Figure 9 displays the sensitivity of WRF to the PBL schemes in simulating the absolute 

humidity profiles in comparison with the WVDIAL measurements. The LSM selected 

for this comparison is NOAH. 

The discrepancies between the simulations and the measurements are ranging up to 2 gm-

3, being the highest at the start of the PBL evolution and at the time of the PBL collapse. 

The comparisons of the profiles show that all of the schemes fail to reproduce the residual 

layer and the strong morning inversion observed at ~900 m (Figure 9a, b, c). The PBLH 

in the CBL can be estimated from vertical humidity profiles as the height where the 

highest moisture gradient occurs (e.g. Seibert, 2000).  
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Figure 9. Comparisons of the measured absolute humidity profiles (black dots) with the profiles 

simulated with WRF configured with the four PBL schemes (ACM2 in blue, MYJ in red, MYNN 

in green and YSU in purple) and the NOAH LSM. Shaded grey areas correspond to the standard 

deviation of the scans due to averaging. 

At 7 am the simulated profiles are very similar. They start to diverge from the surface as 

the CBL evolves, and deviate at 8 UTC in the lowest 500 m (Figure 9b). The observed 

humidity gradient between 100 and 250 m is stronger than the simulated. However, with 

the two local schemes (MYJ and MYNN) the gradient is closer to the observation than 

with the nonlocal schemes. From 9 UTC onwards, all the PBL schemes result in a higher 

CBL compared with the measurements. The observed humidity in the lowest 400 m has 

increased, showing a gradient of 3 gm-³ between 100 and 400m height (Figure 9c). This 

is not simulated by the PBL schemes, which only show a decrease of the gradient and an 

increase in humidity between 400 and 1000 m height. At 10 UTC (Figure 9d) the residual 

layer vanished and the morning CBL is developed below 800 m. The PBL schemes show 

a less intense gradient. In the non-local schemes the highest gradient is 200 m above the 

local schemes’ gradient. Therefore, the highest CBL is obtained with the nonlocal ACM2 

and YSU schemes, which is up to 400 m higher than observed (Figure 9d, e). 
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Furthermore, the nonlocal schemes also account for the fastest growth of the PBL in the 

morning hours (Figure 9b, c). Slower evolution and a shallower, but still too high CBL 

was simulated with the local MYJ and MYNN schemes. At 16 UTC (Figure 9e), when 

the CBL was fully developed, the shallowest CBL was obtained with the MYNN scheme. 

Nevertheless, the humidity gradient of 5 gm-³ per 600 m is only simulated by the local 

MYJ scheme, though the overall humidity is 1 gm-³ larger than observed, and the PBLH 

is for about 250 m higher.  Figure 9f shows that the two nonlocal schemes simulate a 

strong transition, while in MYNN the transition is less pronounced, and MYJ miss to 

reproduce it completely. The simulated reduction of the inversion layer from 16 to 18 

UTC is much more gradual for all the PBL schemes than observed, which resulted in a 

too high residual layer that formed after the PBL collapse (Figure 9f). ACM2, YSU and 

MYNN simulate a significant drying in the upper PBL from 16 to 18 UTC, which is not 

the case with MYJ. Drying of the CBL can be related to advection and entrainment of 

dry air from the free atmosphere, both parameterized differently in the schemes. 

The difference between the profiles obtained with the two nonlocal schemes is almost 

negligible, while the profiles with the local schemes show significant differences in 

representing PBL evolution. The largest differences appear when the CBL is well mixed, 

and during its collapse. MYJ simulates the CBL with higher moisture, stronger inversion 

and the thinner interfacial layer than MYNN. 

b) Sensitivity to the LSMs 

Figure 10 shows the WRF sensitivity to LSMs. The WVDIAL measurements of absolute 

humidity profiles are compared with the NOAH-MP and NOAH simulations, coupled 

with MYNN and YSU.  

The discrepancies between the simulations evolve during the morning hours and result in 

a different CBL evolution (Figure 10a, b, c). At 10 UTC (Figure 10d) the CBL is drier 

with NOAH-MP than with NOAH. In the afternoon, the CBL was well mixed (Figure 

10e) and a significant sensitivity of WRF to the coupled LSM is not only apparent close 

to the ground, but it extends up to the CBL top and the lower free troposphere. In the case 

of NOAH-MP, the CBL is significantly drier (between ~0.5 and ~1.5 gm-3). At 16 UTC 

the PBLH is slightly higher (~100m), and humidity gradients in the interfacial layer are 

marginally lower with NOAH-MP than with NOAH (Figure 10e).  
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Figure 10. Comparisons of the WVDIAL absolute humidity profiles with the profiles simulated with 

WRF configured with the two PBL schemes (MYNN and YSU) and the two LSMs (NOAH and 

NOAH-MP). Turquoise lines show MYNN with NOAH-MP and brown YSU with NOAH-MP. 

Remaining colours as in Figure 9. 

At 18 UTC, just after the CBL collapsing, each profile deviates significantly one from 

another due to both, different LSMs and different PBL schemes. All in all, the results 

indicate that a different LSM causes different SVA feedback and that this affects 

entrainment processes at the interfacial layer, and thus impacts on the PBL structure. 

3.4.2. Temperature profiles 

At 16 UTC 8 September 2009 a radiosonde was launched from the study site. The 

temperature measurements are compared with the six simulations in a form of 

skewT-logp diagram (Figure 11a) to further investigate the CBL features. The Figure 11a 

shows that the measured capping inversion occurs at approximately 1400 m, which is 

about 200 lower than in WVDIAL. WRF in all six experiments has a significantly higher 

inversion layer (more than 400 m higher, depending on model configuration).  
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Figure 11. SkewT-logp diagram (a) showing dew point temperature (right profiles) and air 

temperature profiles (left profiles) at 16 UTC 8 September 2009 as simulated with the six WRF runs 

along with the radiosonde measurements. Lines perpendicular to the left vertical axis of the diagram 

are the LCL values in hPa as calculated from the simulations and the measurements. On (b) the 

potential temperature profiles valid at 16 UTC as simulated with the six model simulations and 

measured with the radiosonde. Colours of the lines depicted in the legend located in the lower right 

corner of the (b), with RS standing for radiosonde measurements. 

Dew point temperature shows a higher dependence on the selected PBL scheme and 

LSM. Stronger humidity gradients at the inversion are obtained with the nonlocal 

schemes. This results in a thinner inversion layer than with the local schemes. The most 

humid CBL and consequently the lowest PBLH is simulated by MYJ, which coincides 

with the results in section 3.4.1. Within the CBL the model is more sensitive to the LSM 

choice, while the height and thickness of the inversion layer is more sensitive to the PBL 

scheme. Comparing to the radiosonde measurements, all the schemes simulated the 

afternoon overshooting, especially the simulations with nonlocal schemes coupled with 

NOAH-MP. The inversion layer simulated with the local schemes is too thick, and the 

inversion is not as sharp as measured. This is especially the case with MYJ simulations. 

Comparing to the WVDIAL measurements (section 3.4.1), one can see that the 

radiosonde measured sharper inversion at 16 UTC (Figure 11a) than the WVDIAL 

(Figure 9e, Figure 10e), which smoothens the jump at the inversion due to averaging. 

This difference may be related to the data averaging scheme that was performed to obtain 
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the WVDIAL profiles which may smoothen the gradients, while the radiosonde 

measurements are a snapshot of the atmosphere along its path (see section 3.2). 

The observed LCL height of 787 hPa at 16 UTC is overestimated by all simulations as 

well. The difference between local and nonlocal PBL schemes applied with NOAH 

becomes evident in the simulated LCL, which is lower with the local schemes (MYNN: 

756 hPa, MYJ: 763 hPa) than with the nonlocal schemes (YSU: 747 hPa, ACM2: 749 

hPa). The LCL height is increased by 18 hPa for YSU and 17 hPa for MYNN when 

applying NOAH-MP.  

Potential temperature profiles at 16 UTC depicted in Figure 11b indicate that the profiles 

simulated with the local PBL schemes are slightly stable, especially with MYJ. The 

observed unstable profiles are simulated with the nonlocal PBL schemes. The stability of 

the CBL is not influenced by the LSMs in this case study. The bulk difference between 

the simulated temperatures within the CBL is less than 1 K, but nevertheless, the profiles 

show that the CBL was slightly warmer with the local schemes, as well as with the 

NOAH-MP. NOAH-MP slightly increased the PBLH relative to NOAH, but all six 

simulations strongly overestimate the PBLH (> 400 m) compared with the radiosonde 

measurements. This indicate that too much mixing is produced with all the PBL schemes 

analysed in this study.  

3.4.3. Planetary boundary layer height 

Each PBL scheme deployed uses a different formulation to diagnose the PBLH (see 

section 2.3), and therefore comparisons of the model diagnostics with the measurements 

would lead to inconsistent conclusions (e.g. LeMone et al, 2013). To avoid this, we chose 

two criteria to calculate the simulated PBLH. A common method to calculate the top of 

the CBL defines the PBLH as the height where the virtual potential temperature lapse 

rate exceeds some threshold value (e.g. Seibert et al., 2000). We chose the threshold value 

to be 2 Kkm-1, as suggested by LeMone et al. (2013). The second criteria applied is the 

bulk Richardson method as used in YSU, with Ribcr set to 0.25 (e.g. Hong at all. 2006; 

Jeričević and Grisogono, 2006). At 7 and 18 UTC it was not possible to estimate PBLH 

since the PBL was shallower than the lowest level at which the WVDIAL measurements 

were performed. 
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Figure 12. Temporal change of PBLH from WRF compared with the PBLH estimates obtained from 

the WVDIAL measurements (black dots) on 8 September 2009 between 7 and 17 UTC. The PBLH 

from the model is calculated using the virtual potential lapse rate method (panel a) and the bulk 

Richardson method (panel b). 

Figure 12a shows the comparisons of the PBLH obtained from the simulations using the 

virtual temperature lapse rate method. The maximum difference between the PBL 

schemes is ~ 300 m. The nonlocal schemes exhibit a more rapid evolution of the PBL 

than the local schemes, which is in agreement with similar studies (e.g. Moeng and 

Sullivan, 1994; Shin and Hong, 2011; Xie et al., 2013; Coniglio et al., 2013). There is no 

significant difference in the results between the two nonlocal schemes, ACM2 and YSU, 

whereas the PBLH is higher with MYNN than with MYJ most of the day. Only in the 

morning, the evolution of the PBL is slightly faster with MYJ than with MYNN. From 

the time when the CBL is fully mixed (i.e. at 11 UTC) the PBLH is higher with MYNN 

(~ +100 m) than with MYJ. Comparing the results with the measurements, the PBLH 

obtained with the local schemes fits better than with the nonlocal schemes, especially in 

the morning. The PBL evolution as simulated with the both nonlocal schemes is too fast 

when comparing with the measurements.  

The PBLH obtained with NOAH-MP is similar or up to ~100 m higher than with NOAH. 

Using YSU, the start of the PBL evolution occurs 30 minutes earlier in NOAH-MP than 

with NOAH. The highest difference between the two LSMs occurs at the time of the PBL 

collapse. NOAH-MP postpones the occurrence of the PBL decay for at least 30 minutes. 

Furthermore, the increase in the PBLH just before the collapse obtained with MYNN and 

NOAH-MP is not realistic.  
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The PBLH maximum occurrence in all cases is in the late afternoon (here at or after 16 

UTC). This is not typical for the PBL evolution on clear sky weather conditions (e.g. 

Stull, 1988; Seibert et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2014). Therefore, we applied the bulk 

Richardson method to calculate the PBLH from the model as well. The results displayed 

in Figure 12b show that PBLH maximum obtained with this method occurs earlier than 

with the virtual potential lapse rate method (at ~ 15 UTC with NOAH and 15:30 UTC 

with NOAH-MP), which seems to be more realistic for a dry CBL. The highest difference 

between the two methods are obtained at midday and in the early afternoon, ranging from 

300 to 500 m. The most notable difference in the results between the two methods 

deployed is obtained with MYJ. The PBLH in the CBL is significantly increased with 

MYJ when the bulk Richardson method was used. This indicates that the impact of wind 

shear on the PBL evolution, accounted for in the bulk Richardson method, might be 

higher in the MYJ simulations than in the other simulations. Furthermore, with 

NOAH-MP the PBL collapsing occurs later than with NOAH as well. The delay of the 

collapse might also be related to wind shear at the top and bottom of the PBL (e.g. Pino 

at al., 2006; Goulart et al., 2010; Darbieu et al., 2015), but the investigation of the wind 

shear driven PBLs is beyond the scope of this thesis. With this method, results obtained 

with MYNN and NOAH are fitting best with the measurements, which is consistent with 

the previous results (see section 3.4.1) and studies such as e.g. Coniglo et al. (2013) and 

Huang et al. (2013).  

3.4.4. Land-atmosphere coupling 

The results in sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 demonstrate the strength of the land surface 

influence on the PBL evolution. In this section we applied the mixing diagram approach 

to quantify the simulated influence of land surface processes, advection and entrainment 

on the PBL evolution. The method is applied on a diurnal time-scale at the model grid 

point closest to the study site. Heat and moisture advection necessary to obtain Vadv [right 

hand side of Eq. (16) ] is calculated at the model grid point as well. The values denoted 

in the diagram represent mean advection of heat (x component of Vadv) and moisture (y 

component of Vadv) in the CBL over a time period Δt (here 10 hours).  
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Figure 13. Mixing diagrams for 8 September 2009 between 7 and 17 UTC. The simulated 

coevolutions of moisture content λq and heat content Cpθ  are in solid lines, while dashed lines stand 

for vectors corresponding to the surface (Vsfc), advected (Vadv) and entrainment (Ventr) fluxes. The 

simulations with the 4 PBL schemes coupled with NOAH are on panel (a), and on (b) are the 

simulations with MYNN and YSU in combination with NOAH and NOAH-MP. Colours of the lines 

correspond the experiments as denoted in the legend in the upper right corner of panel (b). Overlaid 

are lines of constant θe (in K; black dashed) and RH (in %; orange dashed). 

The mixing diagram depicted in Figure 13 demonstrates the sensitivity of WRF to the 

four PBL schemes, all with NOAH, in representing the temporal change of heat and 

moisture during a 10-hour period (from 7 UTC until 17 UTC) on 8 September 2009. 

Differences between the simulations are small, with low variability of humidity content 

in the lower PBL during the day. Slightly faster drying of the lower CBL was simulated 

with ACM2 and YSU than with the local PBL schemes, indicating higher mixing 

properties with the nonlocal schemes. The highest moisture in the CBL was accounted 

with MYJ.   

Sensitivity of WRF to the LSMs (NOAH and NOAH-MP) together with its sensitivity to 

the PBL schemes (MYNN and YSU) is shown in Figure 13b. The curves demonstrate the 

higher sensitivity of the model to the LSMs than to the PBL schemes. The CBL simulated 

with NOAH-MP is drier and slightly warmer than the one simulated with NOAH. Lines 

of constant relative humidity (RH) are overlaid on the mixing diagrams. There is no 

significant difference in the RH during the day between the simulations. All 

configurations simulated the change of about 20% in RH during the 10 hour period. 

However, up to 5 % lower values of RH are accounted with the nonlocal PBL schemes 
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(Figure 13a) as well as with the NOAH-MP runs (Figure 13b). Moist static energy, which 

is defined as a sum of sensible heat, geopotential and latent heat, is proportional to 

equipotential temperatures (θe). Therefore, an increase in θe means a buildup in moist 

static energy, which implies an increase in potential for a convection occurrence. 

Therefore, θe is a useful measure of the potential for low-level heat and moisture impact 

on cloud development and precipitation (e.g. Santanello et al., 2011). Lines of constant 

θe are overlaid on the mixing diagrams as well. This allows for simple quantification of 

the moist static energy during the day for the each simulation. With ACM2, YSU and 

MYNN (Figure 13a) WRF simulated an increase of θe by approximately 6 K during the 

day, while about 8 K was simulated with MYJ. This indicates that slightly higher 

potential for cloud development was simulated with MYJ. Comparing an impact of the 

LSM on the θe change, NOAH-MP decreases the value for about 2 K, i.e NOAH-MP 

reduces the potential for cloud development with both, MYNN and YSU. The overall 

change of θe depends on surface evaporation, the PBL evolution, advection and the 

processes at the entrainment. These processes can be quantified from the mixing diagrams 

and the results for this case study are summarized in Table 5. One of the derived variables 

from the mixing diagram is the mean entrainment Bowen ratio (βentr). The values of βentr 

indicate that the mean entrainment of warm air is slightly higher than the mean 

entrainment of dry air for all the PBL schemes deployed, since βentr < -1. The values of 

ratios between the mean latent heat flux at the entrainment and that at the land surface 

(AλE) indicate that the highest mean entrainment of dry air (negative values) was acquired 

by the nonlocal schemes, while the lowest values were obtained with MYJ scheme.  

In case of the local PBL schemes advected fluxes can be neglected due to the low ratios 

(< 0.1) between the mean advected fluxes and the sum of the mean surface and 

entrainment fluxes (ADλE for latent heat, and ADH for sensible heat). Simulations with 

the nonlocal schemes simulated significant impact of the mean advected fluxes to the 

mean total fluxes, with the values of around 0.3 for the case of latent heat flux. 

The differences between the values derived from the mixing diagrams are significantly 

higher when comparing the results from the two LSMs to those obtained from the four 

PBL schemes. The significantly higher Bowen ratio at the land surface (βsfc) calculated 

with NOAH-MP implies that less energy is partitioned into latent heat compared to 

NOAH. Since the radiation scheme used in all the simulations is the same, the Rn should 

not vary significantly between the schemes. Therefore, to close the energy balance at the 
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land surface in Eq. (3), the residual latent heat flux went to H or/and G. This significant 

difference in βsfc between the LSMs is due to difference in evaporative physics of the 

LSMs. In section 3.5.2 this has been discussed more in detail.  

Table 5. The diagnostics extracted from the mixing diagram at Figure 13: Mean ratio between 

sensible and latent heat flux at the interfacial layer (βentr), the mean ratios of the fluxes of latent (AλE) 

and sensible heat (AH) at the land surface to those at the interfacial layer are also diagnosed from the 

mixing diagrams, the mean quantified impact of moisture (ADλE) and heat (ADH) horizontal 

advection. Only the mean surface Bowen ratio (βsurf) is calculated from the model output. All the 

mean variables are values averaged over 10-hour period (from 7 UTC to 17 UTC) on 8 September 

2009 for the six experiments. 

 

Experiment βsfc βentr AλE AH ADλE ADH 

ACM2 1.86 -1.55 -1.24 0.91 -0.29 0.18 

MYJ 1.89 -1.18 -1.30 0.72 0.01 0.09 

MYNN 1.67 -1.09 -1.45 0.84 -0.07 0.04 

YSU 1.64 -1.54 -1.08 0.90 -0.32 0.07 

MYNN-MP 6.42 -0.78 -8.48 1.02 0.15 0.02 

YSU-MP 5.70 -0.86 -7.79 1.15 -0.05 0.08 

 

The absolute value of the Bowen ratio at the entrainment (|βentr|) is < 1, while from NOAH 

simulation it is > 1. Since negative values for AλE indicate a mean influx of dry air from 

the free atmosphere in the PBL, this suggests that NOAH-MP exhibits a higher 

entrainment of dry air than NOAH. Since less moisture comes from the land surface and 

much more dry air is entrained in the PBL (AλE with NOAH-MP is 5 times AλE with 

NOAH, see Table 5), the PBL is drier in NOAH-MP than in NOAH. This explains the 

results displayed in section 3.4.1, where the difference obtained in humidity profiles 

between NOAH and NOAH-MP is up to 20%. Furthermore, comparing only the size and 

the slope of Ventr vs Vsfc for NOAH-MP and NOAH in the diagram, it can be seen that 

the drying effect of the free atmosphere (entrainment processes) has a stronger impact on 

PBL evolution than the moistening from land surface, in all simulations, especially when 

coupled with NOAH-MP.  

Quantified impacts of the mean advected fluxes (ADλE and ADH) in the experiments with 

NOAH-MP do not exceed 0.1 significantly. Therefore, the impact of horizontal advection 

to the mean total flux, and subsequently to the PBL evolution at the study site simulated 
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with NOAH-MP is negligible, which can be also confirmed with the size of the Vadv 

vectors. 

3.5. Discussion 

On 8 September 2009 between 7 and 9 UTC the simulated temporal change in absolute 

humidity within the PBL with the six experiments is not higher than 0.5 gm-3, while the 

measured changes are ranging up to 3 gm-3. Moistening of the PBL that was measured 

during the PBL growth can be explained by enhanced evaporation after the sunrise due 

to evaporation from the bare ground where the WVDIAL was located, and transpired 

water from the surrounding field of sugar beet that was within the 3 km range of the 

performed measurements (see section 3.1). Higher standard deviation of the 

measurements within the lower CBL in the morning hours (Figure 9a, b, c and Figure 

10a, b, c) confirms the higher variability in humidity field within the range of averaging 

(white dashed rectangles in Figure 9). A small change in humidity during the PBL 

evolution simulated by the model in this study with all the six experiments, indicates that 

the evaporative fraction simulated by the model is lower than in reality. This can be 

related to the land surface heterogeneity, which is not captured by the model. The model 

categorizes the grid cell, which corresponds to the study site, as a cropland. In reality this 

was an open-pit mine surrounded by the agricultural landscapes, where most of the field 

were harvested apart from the one covered with sugar beet (see section 3.1). 

Categorization of the landscapes and phenological changes, which are recognized by the 

WRF model via green vegetation fraction (Fveg), determine the vegetation parameters 

such as leaf area index (LAI), albedo, roughness, emissivity, etc. These parameters are 

read from lookup tables in the LSMs. Therefore, model errors in Fveg or in land use will 

affect the results in the model representation of the fluxes at the land surface significantly 

(e.g. Nielsen et al., 2013).  

3.5.1. Sensitivity to the PBL schemes 

Results of the simulations differing in the PBL schemes have shown that the highest 

differences occur between the local and the nonlocal approach. The behaviour of the 

nonlocal schemes is very similar with respect to humidity and temperature profile 
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evolution, while among the two local schemes a spread among the results more 

pronounced.  

 

 

Figure 14. Simulations of the temporal change of (a) sensible heat flux (H), (b) latent heat flux (λE), 

(c) ground heat flux (G), and (d) net radiation flux (Rn) on 8 September 2009 from 7 to 17 UTC.  

Figure 14 depicts simulations of the daytime temporal change of radiative and surface 

fluxes over a 10 hour period on 8 September 2009. H simulated with ACM2 is up to 

10 Wm-2 higher than with YSU (Figure 14a), while λE is similar for both schemes (Figure 

14b). This leads to a higher βsfc, which implicates the stronger buoyancy force in the CBL 

simulated with ACM2. All the aforementioned points lead to the stronger mixing 

associated with ACM2 compared to YSU, which support the higher entrainment. This 

corresponds to the diagnosed values from the mixing diagrams (Table 5) which show that 

the similar or marginally higher mean entrainment of free tropospheric air into the CBL 

is simulated with ACM2. Even through these two schemes use different 

parameterizations of turbulent fluxes, the difference in the results for this dry case is 

negligible. This marginally higher mixing in the CBL can be related to the estimation of 

the PBLH, to which the nonlocal scheme are very sensitive. For this case WRF simulates 

a deeper CBL with ACM2 than with YSU, which adds a value to the aforementioned and 

corresponds to the results obtained by Xie et al. (2013).   
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Figure 15. Simulations of the temporal change of (a) the temperature at the first model level (T), (b) 

the surface temperature (Tskin), (c) the surface exchange coefficient for heat and moisture divided by 

the friction velocity (Ch) and (d) the temperature in the first soil layer (Ts1) on 8 September 2009 

from 7 to 17 UTC. 

On the other hand, among the local schemes higher discrepancies can be seen in 

simulating the PBL evolution. One of the reasons is the fact that the WRF configuration 

with MYJ is fixed with respect to the surface layer scheme and needs to be coupled to 

the Eta similarity surface layer scheme, and MYNN with the revised MM5 surface layer 

scheme. This resulted in significantly higher values of Ch (Figure 15d) with MYJ (also 

obtained by Xie et al., 2013) and slightly lower Tskin. Therefore, up to ~ 35 Wm-2 higher 

H is obtained with MYJ, whereas values for λE are similar (Figure 14a, b).  

This leads to a higher βsfc with MYJ, which implies a stronger surface heating and 

consequently a greater generation of buoyant turbulence. This is visible from the faster 

PBL evolution in the morning hours with MYJ relative to MYNN (Figure 12a). But later 

in the afternoon growth of the PBL is constrained and the PBL with MYNN becomes 

higher. This is primarily related to the parameterization of the variables that mix heat and 

moisture within the PBL, such as l and Kh, and control TKE. Since turbulent fluxes of 

heat and moisture are proportional to Kh and consequently to l (see Eq. (8) and whole 

section 2.3.1), the higher l and TKE values would lead to stronger mixing of heat and 

moisture within the PBL. MYNN accounts for higher values for both l and TKE in the 
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afternoon (Figure 16 depicts an example profile for l and TKE valid at 16 UTC), and 

therefore the afternoon PBL evolves deeper with MYNN than with MYJ. Since in the 

MYNN PBL scheme the l and accordingly TKE is not constrained by the PBLH, like it 

is the case in the MYJ, it can be expected that the entrainment fluxes will be more realistic 

with the MYNN scheme than with MYJ. The mean entrainment of warm air from the free 

atmosphere is higher with MYNN, which was derived from the mixing diagrams (Table 

5). This contributes to the higher PBLH with the MYNN scheme relative to MYJ.  

 

 

Figure 16. Vertical profiles of (a) the mixing length scale (l), and (b) TKE on 8 September 2009 at 

16 UTC as simulated with WRF configured with the local MYN and MYNN schemes. 

3.5.2. Sensitivity to the LSM 

This case study shows a high sensitivity of WRF to the LSM choice in representing the 

PBL features and its evolution. NOAH-MP in its configuration for the model domain 

accounts for significantly lower λE (Figure 14b) and slightly lower H at the surface 

(Figure 14a) which corresponds to significantly higher βsfc in the mixing diagram when 

compared to NOAH (see Table 5).  The difference in H is related to the lower difference 

between T (Figure 15a) and Tskin (Figure 15b) in Eq. (4)  as well as to the lower Ch obtained 

with NOAH-MP (Figure 15d). The high difference in λE is related also to the lower Ch 

(since in NOAH and NOAH-MP Ch is equal to Cq) used for the calculation of λE [Eq. 

(6)], but mostly to the different evaporative physics since soil moisture with NOAH-MP 

is marginally higher for this case than with NOAH (not shown). Furthermore, the 
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structural changes in communication between the LSM and PBL when the model is 

coupled to NOAH-MP is direct over land surfaces, and it does not go through the surface 

layer scheme like it is the case in WRF-NOAH (section 2.2.2). This may also contribute 

to this significant difference in the results, since in such a way WRF-NOAH-MP include 

more feedback between the deep soil and the land surface, which impact the evaporative 

physics close to the ground. The difference in Rn between NOAH and NOAH-MP is 

small, up to 20 Wm-2 (Figure 14d). This is due the difference in Tskin between NOAH and 

NOAH-MP (Figure 15b), since Tskin affects upward longwave radiation from Eq. (3). 

Furthermore, the residual energy from the difference in λE goes mostly into the ground 

as G (Figure 14c). G over vegetated and bare soil in both LSMs is calculated as in Eq. 

(5). The temperature gradient between the surface and the first soil layer (Tskin - Ts1) is 

lower with NOAH-MP than in NOAH (Figure 18d), which would result in a higher G if 

all the other variables in Eq. (5)(5) would be equivalent for both LSMs. This leads to a 

conclusion that the significantly higher values of G obtained with NOAH-MP are 

predominantly due to the different method used for calculating the surface soil thermal 

conductivity κh, which is adjusted to the advanced “semi-tile” approach in NOAH-MP 

for calculating the energy balance at the land surface. This refers to the exponential 

decrease of κh with vegetation cover which is used in NOAH (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a), 

but in NOAH-MP it is removed. The difference in λE obtained here might also be due to 

an option in NOAH-MP related to calculation of the soil moisture factor, which is a 

function of matric potential in NOAH-MP, and in NOAH it is related to soil moisture η. 

Higher values for Tskin with NOAH-MP relative to NAOH is also partly related to the κh, 

which is used in the thermal diffusion equation (e.g. Chen and Dudhia, 2001a), but 

primarily to the technique used for its calculation. The iterative method in NOAH-MP 

that calculates Tskin over vegetated and bare ground separately is more physically 

consistent than the simple linearized approach in NOAH which yielded to a better 

agreement with observations in Niu et al. (2011). In this study higher Tskin was obtained 

with NOAH-MP than with NOAH as well.  

The study shows that the higher βsfc also affects the mixing features that are calculated in 

the PBL schemes. From the humidity profiles represented in section 4.1.2, we can 

conclude that the spread in the results between the simulations is due to the PBL switches 

in the morning hours, while in the afternoon the spread is wider and affected more by the 

land surface exchange, i.e. βsfc. Higher mixing was simulated when the schemes were 
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coupled with NOAH-MP. The MYNN scheme, for example, accounts for higher l and 

TKE when is coupled with NOAH-MP than with NOAH (Figure 16), and this results in 

higher Kh and therefore in higher fluxes.  

 

 

Figure 17. Temporal change of mixing ratio vertical profiles q in gkg-1 from 7 to 18 UTC on 8 

September 2009 at the study site, as simulated with WRF configured with MYNN and NOAH (a), 

YSU and NOAH (b), MYNN and NOAH-MP (c), and YSU and NOAH-MP (d).  

Figure 17 depicts a temporal change of the mixing ratio profiles between 7 and 18 UTC 

on 8 September 2009 at the study site for MYNN and YSU in combination with NOAH 

and NOAH-MP. The figure displays that drying in the whole CBL during the afternoon 

hours is more abrupt with NOAH-MP (Figure 17c, d) than with NOAH (Figure 17a, b). 

This can be also seen from the mixing diagram (Figure 13b), especially between 11 and 

14 UTC. In the afternoon the λq/Cpθ line in the mixing diagram is more sharply curved 

than in the morning, which indicates that the higher and more abrupt drying with 
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NOAH-MP is related mostly to the entrainment fluxes. In the morning, surface moisture 

and entrainment are more balanced, since the λq/Cpθ line is less curved. This leads to a 

conclusion that the influence of the land surface is getting stronger toward midday, when 

the CBL is fully mixed, and extends all the way up to the interfacial layer. The latter 

demonstrates the strong sensitivity of the PBL schemes to the lower boundary conditions. 

 

 

Figure 18. Temporal change of the difference between the NOAH and NOAH-MP mixing ratio 

profiles in gkg-1 for the simulations with MYNN (e) and YSU (f) PBL schemes. 

The highest difference in βsfc between NOAH and NOAH-MP is around midday (Figure 

14) and Figure 18 shows that the highest difference between the humidity profiles 

obtained with these two LSMs range up to 1.4 gkg-1 and occurs 11 and 14 UTC in the 

upper part of the CBL. This can be explained with the fact that an increase in βsfc (e.g. 

higher surface heating) supports stronger turbulent mixing caused mostly by buoyancy. 

Turbulence caused by wind shear is a main mechanism of mixing in the PBL in absence 

of radiative heating of the land surface (i.e. in the night and early morning), and less 

influenced by the ground. Therefore the stronger impact of the PBL schemes on the 

results is apparent in the morning. While at midday and in the afternoon, the mixing is 

strongly related to βsfc and therefore the higher βsfc will give the stronger mixing caused 

by buoyancy up to the CBL top and stronger entrainment of air from the free atmosphere. 

This corresponds to the values for AλE and AH (Table 5) diagnosed from the mixing 

diagram (Figure 13b).  
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Due to the higher difference in PBL humidity evolution between NOAH and NOAH-MP, 

from Figure 18 it can be concluded that WRF coupled with MYNN is more sensitive to 

the LSM choice than WRF with YSU. All the aforementioned implies that land surface 

processes are highly influential on mixing properties within the PBL and also processes 

at the interfacial layer in dry weather conditions. Furthermore, the variability in moisture 

profiles and lower atmospheric conditions among the experiments suggest a strong 

impact of the model configuration on the simulations of cloud formation and 

precipitation.  
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4. Convective case study 

In this section the WRF sensitivity to PBL and LSM parameterizations in representing 

CI and precipitation is assessed using the six experiments (Table 1). The chosen date for 

the analysis is 25 August 2009, when strong convective precipitation was observed in 

southwest Germany. More details about the studied location and weather conditions are 

given in section 4.1. The dry-case analysis that was based on the results at the single 

point, in this case study is extended to the spatial intercomparisons between the 

simulations over a wider area. Results are introduced in section 4.3 and discussed in 

section 4.4. 

4.1. Study area 

The study area is located in southwest Germany, between ~ 48-50° N and ~ 8-11° E (The 

red square in Figure 19). The boundary zone of the study area was carefully defined to 

allow a reasonable spatial margin from the edges of the inner domain, in order to exclude 

any possible distortions due to the lateral boundary forcing from the outer domain. A 

minimum of 23 grid cells (i.e. 46 km) was taken as the margin from the southern edge of 

the inner domain. Most of the area covers Swabian Alb (SA), only in its north and 

northwest part the Upper Rhine Plane is captures as well. It has been selected to include 

two study locations of the RU 1695 project, Kraichgau and Nelleingen. 

These sites were located in two regions with considerable differences in climate 

conditions. The first site (48°55’38’’ N, 8°42’57’’ E, at 314 m above sea level) is situated 

north of the city Pforzheim in the hilly Kraichgau (KC) region. It is a fertile loess district 

covered with crops, with a mild climate where mean annual temperature is 9.3°C and 

mean annual precipitation is 777 mm. The second site (48°31’39’’ N, 9°43’ E, at 690 m 

above sea level) is located close to a small village Nellingen in SA region. It is a 

mountainous plateau with colder and wetter climate. Mean annual temperature is 6.5°C 

and mean annual precipitation is 962 mm. The share of agricultural land from the total 

area is very similar in both regions, but in the KC region most of the agricultural land is 

converted into cropland, while in SA the share of grassland is nearly equal to the share 

of croplands (Gayler et al., 2014; Wizemann et al., 2015). Silty clay loam is the prevailing 

top soil texture in the SA region, while at the KC site it is silty loam (Wizemann et al., 
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2015). On 25 August 2009 the KC site was cultivated with maize, while the field at the 

SA site was already harvested. 

 

 

Figure 19. The model domains with the orography field (left panel), with the study area (the red 

square). The site locations are given in blue stars.  More detailed with field management around the 

Kraichgau (KC) station (upper right panel) and the Swabian Alb (SA) station (bottom right panel).  

4.2. Case description 

The weather in most of Europe on 25 August 2009 was influenced by a high over eastern 

Europe and a North Atlantic low pressure system (Figure 20a). In the central Europe 

surrounded by these two systems, warm air in south and southwest airflows was moving 

northward. A frontal system on the edge of the North Atlantic low, was progressing 

slowly eastward (Figure 20b), bringing significantly cooler and more moist air over the 

heated surfaces, causing strong local instabilities. Already in the early morning rain, local 

showers and thunderstorms were observed in western Germany close to the border with 

Belgium and Netherlands.  
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Figure 20. Synoptic weather map (a) and the satellite image of clouds over Europe (b) on 25 August 

2009 at 12 UTC. The orange square show the location of the study area. The 

source – DWD1/EUMETSAT2. 

 

Figure 21. Radar images of rainfall at 6:30 UTC, 10 UTC, 16 UTC and 22 UTC (a), and the 24 hour 

precipitation on 25 August 2009 (b) as observed on the DWD weather stations. The black box shows 

the boundaries of the analysed domain. The source – DWD.  

                                                 
1 Deutscher Wetterdienst – The German Meteorological Office 
2 European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 
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At midday local showers and thunderstorms were observed in southern 

Baden-Württemberg and western Bavaria (Figure 20b and Figure 21a). At places, heavy 

rain, high winds and hail were observed as well. In the afternoon, showers and 

thunderstorms were making slowly their headway further to the east, following the frontal 

system path. In the evening particularly affected regions were Sachsen-Anhalt, southern 

Brandenburg, Thuringia and Saxony, with strong showers and thunderstorms until 

midnight (Figure 21a).  

The regions first covered with clouds and with earliest precipitation onset were W and 

NW Germany, having the maximum daily temperatures mostly ranging from 19 to 22°C. 

Central and SW Germany were measuring 23 to 28°C, while temperatures up to 32°C 

were observed in the eastern part of Germany, where the weather deterioration came later 

in the afternoon and early evening. The rainfall was observed on most of the DWD 

stations during the day (Figure 21b). A maximum 24 h accumulated precipitation of 51.5 

mm was measured on the station in Garmisch-Partenkirchen located at the far south end 

of the country. Within the study area, denoted as the black square in Figure 21b, the 

maximum precipitation observed was 39 mm. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

Land surface inhomogeneities, convergence zones and PBL moisture have a strong 

influence on triggering and sustaining the DMC. Inhomogeneities in soil moisture, soil 

temperature and vegetation at the land surface control heat and moisture fluxes, which 

have a strong impact on the PBL evolution, cloud formation and precipitation. Water 

vapour in the PBL, necessary for cloud formation and CI, is advected by mesoscale or/and 

synoptic scale motions, and locally transported from underlying land surface by local 

mixing. Soil moisture inhomogeneities and vegetation influence lower atmospheric 

conditions with respect to heat and moisture, and consequently the formation of 

convergence zones (e.g. Klüpfel et al., 2012), which are preconditions for CI (e.g. 

Khodayar Pardo et al., 2009; Wulfmeyer et al., 2011; Klüpfel et al., 2012) and therefore 

precipitation (e.g. Findell and Eltahir, 2003a; Koster et al, 2006; Betts, 2009; Seneviratne 

et al., 2010).  
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Figure 22. Horizontal distribution of soil moisture content in m3m-3 (shaded) in the first 10 cm of 

soil on 25 August 2009 at 6 UTC as simulated with the 6 experiments. The overlaid lines denote 

soil temperature (K) in the same soil layer over the study area, with contour interval of 2 K. The 

black and red boxes denote boundaries of the R1 and R2 regions, respectively. 

Figure 22 depicts the simulations of horizontal distribution of the initial soil moisture 

content in m3m-3 at 6 UTC within the first 10 cm of the soil at the study area. A thorough 

analysis is executed over two selected regions R1 and R2. The regions are chosen to 

capture the two RU 1695 sites, and to include the most of the 24 h accumulated 

precipitation simulated on the selected date (Figure 24). The first region R1 (black box 

in Figure 22) is located between 8°30’ and 9°30’ E and 48°40’ and 49°20’ N.  This region 

captures the KC site, and comprises 33 x 56 grid cells. The second region R2 (orange box 

in Figure 22) incorporates the hilly region of Swabian Alb together with the SA site. This 

region covers 34 x 39 grid cells and is located in the southwest part of the study area 

between 9°30’ and 11° E, and 48°20’ and 49° N.  
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Figure 23. Differences in simulated soil moisture in the top soil layer in (m-3m-3) between NOAH 

and NOAH-MP coupled with MYNN (a) and YSU (b); differences in simulated soil temperature in 

the top soil layer in (K) between NOAH and NOAH-MP coupled with MYNN (c) and YSU (d). 

The results are valid on 25 August 2009 at 6 UTC over the analysed area.  

The difference in soil moisture between the two regions is apparent from Figure 22. 

Overall lower soil moisture is simulated in R1 relative to R2. There is no significant 

variability in soil moisture and soil temperature between the simulations due to different 

PBL schemes. Differences between the two LSM in the simulated soil moisture and soil 

temperature in the top soil layer is depicted on Figure 23. Soil moisture is higher in R1 

and lower in R2 with NOAH-MP relative to NOAH, and the variability between the 

LSMs is up to ~2%. In both regions mostly higher top soil temperature at 6 UTC is 

simulated with NOAH, and the maximum difference between the LSMs is 2 K.  

In the following sections the six simulations (Table 1) of accumulated precipitation and 

cloud evolution, surface wind, temperature and moisture, as well as the PBL features, 

such as moisture and temperature profiles, are intercompared (sections 4.3.1 – 4.3.5). 

Land surface – atmosphere coupling in the model is assessed with the mixing diagram 

approach in section 4.3.6. 
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4.3.1. Accumulated precipitation  

Observations of the rainfall suggest that a frontal system brought rain, local showers and 

thunderstorms at first in the western Germany, and later in the afternoon, as the front was 

moving slowly eastward, rainfall was observed more easterly, capturing the Swabian Alb 

area. This sequence of events was reproduced by the WRF simulations as well, but the 

strength and location of the rainfall vary with the selected parameterization.  

 

 

Figure 24. Accumulated rain in mm over 24 h period on 25 August 2009 within the study area as 

simulated with the 6 experiments. The simulated locations and amount of maximum precipitation 

are denoted in blue letters, and in black dots are locations of RU 1695 measurements sites. Boxes 

as in Figure 22. 

The spatial representation of accumulated precipitation over 24 hour period, from 6 UTC 

25 August to 6 UTC 26 August 2009 as simulated with the six experiments is displayed 

in Figure 24. Different patterns on the plot show that the choice of parameterizations 

influences significantly both the location and intensity of precipitation in the selected 

area. From the maximum rainfall denoted in blue numbers in Figure 24, it is apparent that 

the highest maximum of 104 mm is simulated with ACM2, which is almost 100% higher 

than the values simulated with the other three PBL schemes coupled with the NOAH 
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LSM (Figure 24a, b, d, e). The location and strength of the maximum rainfall is affected 

by the LSM choice as well. NOAH-MP increases the maximum for 10 mm when WRF 

is coupled with MYNN (Figure 24b, c), while with YSU-MP the maximum rainfall is 20 

mm higher than with YSU (Figure 24e, f). Furthermore, in both cases the location of the 

maximum rainfall is shifted. This indicates ACM2 simulates the deepest convection 

among all the experiments, which will be shown in the following analysis. Overall, the 

location of the maximum rainfall is simulated in R1 with MYJ, ACM2, MYNN-MP and 

YSU-MP, while with YSU it is in R2. MYNN simulates the maximum outside of the both 

regions. Even though the simulated location and pattern of accumulated 24 h precipitation 

differ among the experiments, all 6 of them simulate enhanced rainfall rate in both 

regions. Therefore, these two regions are chosen for the analysis of the convection and 

precipitation. 

 

 

Figure 25. Hourly accumulated precipitation in mm on 25 August 2009 averaged over the study 

area. In the upper right corner the areal mean of the accumulated 24 h precipitation for the each 

experiment. 

Figure 25 shows the hourly values of the accumulated precipitation averaged over the 

whole study area. All 6 experiments simulate the values over 0.5 mmh-1 are simulated 

between 14 and 20 UTC. The maximum hourly difference in precipitation between the 

experiments is ~ 1.2 mmh-1, which occurs between ACM2 and MYJ at 17 UTC. Overall 

higher precipitation rate per hour is simulated when the model was coupled with NOAH 

than with NOAH-MP. The accumulated 24 h precipitation averaged over the whole study 
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area (the upper right corner of Figure 25) shows the highest values with YSU and the 

lowest with MYNN-MP.  

 

 

Figure 26. Number of grid cells with hourly precipitation > 10 mmh-1 on 25 August 2009 within R1 

(a) and R2 (b). Total number of grid cells with hourly precipitation > 10 mmh-1 are placed in the 

upper right corner of the each panel.  

To extract strong precipitation events, the number of grid cells with precipitation 

exceeding 10 mmh-1 over the two study regions is given in Figure 26. The results 

demonstrate that the highest number of strong precipitation events in the R1 region 

(Figure 26a) is simulated between 14 and 18 UTC. Only ACM2 simulates the strong 

precipitation onset one hour earlier. The highest spatial spread with strong precipitation 

events (evaluated with the number of gird cells with the hourly precipitation ≥ 10 mmh-1) 

is simulated with YSU-MP and ACM2, while the least number of grid cells is simulated 

with MYJ.  In this region, NOAH-MP does not have a strong influence on the results in 

the MYNN experiments, while when coupled with YSU, NOAH-MP increases the spread 

of the strong precipitation events significantly.  
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In the R2 region (Figure 26b) the difference between NOAH and NOAH-MP is higher 

than in R1. Strong precipitation events are simulated over substantially lower number of 

grid cells with NOAH-MP relative to NOAH. This may suggests that in this case, 

NOAH-MP decreases significantly the number of grid cells with simulated DMC 

occurrence over R2. The highest spatial spread of the strong precipitation events is 

simulated with MYJ. Most of the experiments simulate the strong precipitation from 16 

to 20 UTC, with an exception of MYNN, which simulates the onset at 15 UTC.  

The selected parameterization affects not only the location and pattern of precipitation, 

but also the time when the maximum occurs (Figure 27). The 2 hours difference among 

the experiments is simulated in R1, and 3 hours in R2. 5 experiments simulate stronger 

precipitation in R1, only MYJ gives the hourly maximum in R2. In R1 the strongest 

precipitation event of 47.2 mm is simulated with ACM2. Furthermore, in R1 the spatial 

spread between the locations with the maximum hourly rainfall is small among the 

simulations. In R2 most of the experiments simulate the strongest precipitation in the SE 

part of the region, only ACM2 and MYNN shift the location northward and north-

eastward, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 27. Locations of the maximum hourly precipitation on 25 August 2009 within R1 (black box) 

and R2 (red box), with the simulated time of occurrence in UTC hours, denoted in colours 

corresponding to the experiments. The amounts of the maximum precipitation for the both regions 

in mmh-1 are given in the upper right corner.  
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4.3.2. Clouds 

Radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) indicates whether clouds are present or not. 

Furthermore, the radiation values allow for differentiating shallow from deep convective 

clouds. Figure 28 shows deep convective clouds already present at 12 UTC with ACM2, 

MYJ, MYNN and MYNN-MP. On the other hand, the two YSU experiments simulate 

clouds in R1 one hour later (Figure 28e, f). The YSU-MP experiment simulates the 

convection initiated within the R1 region, while at the same time the figure suggests that 

with YSU clouds are mostly advected from the west. Consequently, the YSU-MP 

experiment simulates a significantly stronger isolated precipitation in R1 compare to 

YSU, which is evident from Figure 24e and Figure 24f, as well as in Figure 26a.   

 

 

Figure 28. Radiation at the top of the atmosphere (Wm-2) as simulated with the experiments on 25 

August 2009 at the time denoted in the lower left corners of the each panel. The R1 region is 

enclosed with the black box. The experiment names are denoted in the upper right corners of the 

each panel.  

The TOA radiation in R2 at 15 UTC for the later afternoon precipitation event as 

described in section 4.3.1 is depicted in Figure 29, with the black box denoting boundaries 

of R2. Simulated cloud patterns differ among the experiments here as well – most of the 
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experiments simulate more cumulus and stratocumulus like clouds in the NW part of R2, 

only ACM2 predicts more uniform altostratus and status like cloud. With MYJ and 

MYNN experiments the locations with low values or the TOA radiation at 15 UTC 

indicate that a deep convection was initiated within R2, which might be induced by 

orography within the region. This is not evident from the simulations of the remaining 

experiments, which suggests that the convective clouds are mostly advected into the 

region from the west. 

 

 

Figure 29. As in Figure 28 at 15 UTC, with R2 denoted in black boxes. 

4.3.3.  Atmospheric conditions in the lower PBL 

The initiation of convection depends on the conditions close the land surface (e.g. Trier 

et al., 2003; Roundy et al, 2013). Particularly important for CI is low level moisture and 

temperature gradients, as well as wind convergence zones (Wulfmeyer et al., 2014a) if 

exist. A horizontal distribution of mixing ratio at the first model level at the time prior to 

the simulated precipitation onset in R1 (i.e. 11 UTC) is displayed in Figure 30.  
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Figure 30. Horizontal distribution of mixing ratio in gkg-1 (shaded) with overlaid wind vectors (ms-1) 

and temperature lines with contour interval of 2 K (navy blue lines) as simulated at the first model 

level on 25 August 2009 at 11 UTC. 

The figure shows that all experiments account for increased moisture west from the R1 

region. MYJ simulates highest moisture close to the ground (Figure 30a), with the 

difference rising up to ~ 3 gkg-1 relative to the remaining 5 experiments. ACM2, YSU 

and YSU-MP (i.e. the nonlocal experiments) simulate drier conditions close to the ground 

than the local experiments (i.e. MYJ, MYNN, MYNN-MP). In most of R1 drier 

conditions at the lowest model level are simulated with NOAH-MP relative NOAH.  All 

simulations predict mostly weak to moderate SW horizontal wind.  

Overlaid lines of temperature at the lowest model layer show the presence of strong 

temperature gradients SW from the R1 region simulated with all experiments, which 

indicates an intrusion of colder air in the SW flow. This coincides with the location of 

the cloud development with MYJ, YSU and YSU-MP showed in the previous section.  
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Figure 31. As in Figure 30 at 15 UTC, with R2 region denoted in the black boxes. 

Figure 31 depicts moisture, temperature and wind simulations at the lowest model level 

at 15 UTC.  Most of the experiments simulate higher moisture and lower temperatures in 

the western part of the whole study area, whilst the eastern part is less humid and warmer. 

In the R2 region (within the black box in Figure 31), MYJ simulates the highest moisture 

at the selected time step (Figure 31a), while the lowest part of the atmosphere is the driest 

with ACM2 among the NOAH experiments. This indicates that with ACM2 a stronger 

low level drying is simulated between 11 and 15 UTC when compared with the remaining 

NOAH experiments. When comparing the results of the two LSMs, NOAH-MP predicts 

drier conditions close to the ground than NOAH. The NOAH experiments simulate an 

influx of more moist air in the SE flow into the R2 region, and it is the strongest with 

MYJ. This is not as pronounced in the two NOAH-MP simulations. The simulated 

horizontal wind is stronger with the local experiments, especially with MYJ. Therefore, 

an influx of colder and more humid air from the west and southeast into R2 is the 

strongest with MYJ.  
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4.3.4. Vertical cross-sections 

When the convection is initiated, the vertical wind component is typically increased, and 

moisture from the lower atmospheric levels starts to be transported upwards. Therefore 

strength of the convection and subsequently the amount of precipitation is strongly 

related to the updraft strength. The stronger the updraft, the moisture penetrates more 

easily deeper in the atmosphere, and consequently likelihood for the DMC to occur is 

higher. In the following two figures cross-sections of precipitable water with overlaid 

solid lines of vertical velocity are depicted to investigate cloud development and the depth 

of the resulting convection at times when the maximum hourly rainfall is simulated within 

the analysed R1 and R2 regions. 

   

 

Figure 32. Vertical cross-sections of precipitable water in mm (shaded) and vertical wind velocity 

in ms-1 (solid black lines) on 25 August 2009 along the horizontal lines through the locations with 

the maximum hourly precipitation in R1 (shown in Figure 27 at times prior to the maximum 

precipitation event which is denoted in upper left corners of the panels). Red arrows denote the exact 

locations with the hourly maximums.  

Figure 32 depicts the cross-sections along the horizontal lines through the locations with 

the maximum rainfall within R1 as denoted in Figure 27.  It is immediately apparent that 

ACM2 transports the moisture to the highest atmospheric levels, which corresponds to 

the deepest convective clouds (Figure 32d) and the strongest updraft. Generally, the 
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nonlocal experiments simulate deeper convection within R1, while with the local 

schemes at the selected locations the convection is more shallow and patchy. With MYJ 

low level moisture is lifted up to ~ 5 km, which is the shallowest among the experiments. 

The updrafts are increased above the PBLH and the strongest are simulated with ACM2 

and YSU-MP, which is close to the locations with the maximum rainfall (red arrows in 

Figure 32d, f). 

 

 

Figure 33. As in Figure 32, but along the horizontal lines through the locations with the maximum 

hourly precipitation in R2.  

Figure 33 shows the cross-sections along the horizontal lines through the locations of 

maximum rainfall as simulated in R2 (right from 9.5°). In this region the maximum 

rainfall is simulated with MYJ. From Figure 33a it is evident that also here MYJ simulate 

more shallow clouds than e.g. the MYNN experiment for the selected event. ACM2 and 

YSU give more patchy convective activity within R2. Furthermore, less convective 

clouds are obtained with the NOAH-MP experiments when compared to NOAH. This 

corresponds to the smaller spread of strong precipitation events which is smaller with 

NAOH-MP than with NOAH as denote in Figure 26.  
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4.3.5. Vertical profiles 

Temperature and humidity profiles are assessed via SkewT-logp diagrams, which show 

averaged profiles over the grid cells with simulated moderate to strong rainfall (Figure 

34 and Figure 35). The threshold is set to 30 mm within 5 hour period for the analysed 

regions. The figures show the profiles at 6 UTC and at times prior to the strong rainfall 

onset. Morning profiles are important for the convection since they regulate the PBL 

response to the land surface fluxes, and therefore have a strong impact on the diurnal 

CBL evolution, which impacts CI and its characteristics (Ek and Mahrt , 1994; Findell 

and Eltahir, 2003a).  

Within the R1 region, the Tv profiles in Figure 34a shows that the low atmosphere in the 

morning is colder with YSU-MP and warmer with ACM2. From the Td profiles it is 

apparent that significantly drier atmospheric conditions between 1 and 3 km are simulated 

with ACM2 and MYNN experiments. With MYJ, YSU, MYNN-MP and YSU-MP a 

strong residual layer appears at heights between 0.5 and 1.2 km, and it is the driest with 

YSU. On the other hand, the residual layer is significantly weaker with ACM2 and 

MYNN. The characteristics of the residual layer are important for the CBL evolution, 

since it will be incorporated in the CBL afterwards, and it has an impact on the 

characteristic of the capping inversion that is about to be formed (e.g. Findell and Eltahir 

2003a). These characteristics affect the strength of entrainment and the buildup of moist 

static energy within the CBL, which is a precondition for the DMC (Ek and Mahrt, 1994; 

Findell and Eltahir 2003a, Betts, 2009). Therefore, the simulated residual layer indicate 

that the inversion at the CBL top may be the weakest with ACM2 and MYNN, and higher 

entrainment can be expected. The afternoon profiles in Figure 34b indicate that the 

highest CBL at 11 UTC is simulated with ACM2, and the lowest with the local schemes. 

The most humid CBL is simulated with MYJ, and the driest with ACM2 and YSU. 

Significantly stronger moisture gradient at the top of the CBL is simulated with ACM2 

relative to the remaining experiments, which can be related with the dry air entrainment. 

The NOAH-MP experiment decrease the PBLH when compared to NOAH, and predicts 

marginally less moisture within the CBL. The CAPE with YSU-MP is significantly 

decreased relative to YSU, while in the MYNN experiments the discrepancies in CAPE 

due to the LSM selection are not as pronounced.  
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Figure 34. Simulated profiles of virtual (right profiles) and dew-point temperature (left profiles) in 

the SkewT – logp diagram on 25 August 2009 at 6 UTC (a) and 11 UTC (b). The obtained profiles 

are spatially averaged over the grid-cells with precipitation over 30 mm between 12 and 18 UTC. 

Averaged values of CAPE in (J) are given in the upper right corners. Colours of the profiles and 

CAPE values correspond to the experiments as denoted in the legend in the lower left corner of the 

panel (a). 

In R2 very stable lower atmospheric conditions are simulated at 6 UTC (Figure 35a) with 

all experiments. Unlike in R1, the differences among the profiles in this region are small. 

The atmosphere is more humid in higher levels than in R1. Such profiles indicate 

favourable conditions for fog occurrence in this area. The afternoon profiles in Figure 

35b indicate a strong surface heating and the PBLH over 2 km. Again, the deepest CBL 

is simulated with the nonlocal schemes. At the top of the CBL a strong drying is apparent 

with most of the schemes, only with YSU-MP this is less pronounced. The lowest CAPE 

is simulated with YSU and YSU-MP, while the highest values are obtained with ACM2. 

NOAH-MP when compared to NOAH, decreases CAPE for about 200 J when coupled 

with MYNN, while the value is higher when coupled with YSU.  
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Figure 35. As in Figure 34 at 6 UTC (a) and 15 UTC (b) for the grid cells in the R2 region. CAPE 

for the morning sounding is not denoted since all the values equal to zero. 

4.3.6. Land-atmosphere coupling 

The land-atmosphere coupling strength in the R1 and R2 regions is assessed with the 

mixing diagram approach as in the dry case study. Unlike in the previous case, where the 

diagrams at the single point have been analysed, here in the convective case the mixing 

diagrams are plotted for the mean values over the two regions. Figure 36 demonstrates 

the coevolution of low atmospheric heat and moisture averaged over R1 (a) and R2 (b). 

The diagrams are plotted between 6 UTC and the time just before the CBL collapse, 

which mostly coincides with the simulated precipitation onset. For R1 it is taken to be 

13:30 UTC, and 15 UTC for R2.  

The behaviour of heat and moisture in the lower atmosphere within R1 (Figure 36a) 

among the NOAH experiments vary with the coupled PBL scheme. MYJ simulates 

overall the highest moisture and initially lower temperature in the lower atmosphere, 

while the driest lower atmospheric conditions are simulated with MYNN. ACM2 

simulates stronger diurnal drying, and after 9 UTC it becomes the driest among the 

NOAH experiments. After 11:30 UTC ACM2 simulates a decrease in temperature for 

about 4 K. This time corresponds with the precipitation onset as showed in the previous 

results. A strong impact of LSMs is evident as well. With NOAH-MP the lower 

atmosphere is drier than with NOAH most of the given period, only in the morning hours 
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the behaviour is different. When coupled with MYNN, the two LSMs predicts very 

similar coevolution of heat and moisture between 6 and 7:30 UTC, while with YSU the 

difference is apparent: NOAH-MP simulates higher initial low atmospheric moisture and 

after 8 UTC strong drying occurs, which is not simulated with NOAH. From midday 

YSU-MP gives on average the driest conditions close to the ground.  

According to the overlaid lines of RH, the difference among the simulations is not as 

pronounced. All the experiment give a change of about 15 % in RH between 6 and 12 

UTC. After 12 UTC only ACM2 predicts a stronger increase in RH relative to the other 

5 experiments, which is related to the earliest CI and precipitation onset as seen in the 

previous sections. On the other hand, the evolution of the mean lower atmospheric θe 

suggests the strongest buildup of moist static energy with MYJ. In the given period an 

increase in θe is for ~ 2 K higher than in all the other experiments. This suggests a stronger 

decrease in LFC and higher potential for cloud development with MYJ for this region. 

 

 

Figure 36. Mixing diagrams for 25 August 2009 averaged over R1 between 6 and 13:30 UTC (a) 

and over R2 between 6 and 15 UTC (b). The simulated coevolution of moisture λq and heat content 

Cpθ are in solid lines, while dashed lines stand for vectors corresponding to the surface (Vsfc), 

advected (Vadv) and entrainment (Ventr) fluxes. Colours of the lines correspond to the experiments 

as denoted in the legend in the upper right corner of the panel (b). Overlaid are lines of constant θe 

(in K; black dashed) and RH (in %; orange dashed). 
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The mixing diagram averaged over R2 in Figure 36b show a different behaviour relative 

to that in R1. It is apparent that all experiments simulate initially colder conditions than 

in R1, but with a stronger increase in temperature during the day. This is expected, since 

cloudless weather conditions were simulated in most of the region until the afternoon 

hours, which was not the case in R1. Furthermore, the variability in moisture conditions 

is small among ACM2, MYNN, MYNN-MP, YSU, and YSU-MP. Only with MYJ more 

pronounced drying is simulated between 6 and 12 UTC. The spread between results 

obtained with the NOAH experiments, which include MYNN, ACM2 and YSU is very 

small. The difference is more pronounced among the LSMs. Like in previous study, 

NOAH-MP is drier than NOAH here as well. The averaged values over R2 give a 

difference of ~ 1 gkg-1 between the LSMs.  

A change in RH during the selected period is about 20 % for ACM2, MYNN and YSU. 

Marginally lower value are simulated with MYJ and higher with the two NOAH-MP 

experiments. According to the difference in θe, the highest moist static energy buildup is 

again simulated with MYJ, while the difference among the remaining experiments is 

small. When comparing the results among the two LSMs, NOAH-MP predicts slightly 

lower values than NOAH. 

Table 6. The diagnostics extracted from the mixing diagrams at Figure 36 for R1 and R2: The mean 

ratio between sensible and latent heat flux at the interfacial layer (βentr), the mean ratios of latent 

(AλE) and sensible heat (AH) at the land surface to those at the interfacial layer, the mean quantified 

impact of horizontal advection of moisture (ADλE) and heat (ADH). The mean surface Bowen ratio 

(βsurf) is calculated from the model output. All the mean variables are averaged temporally over 6.5 

(9) hours and spatially over R1 (R2) on 25 August 2009 for the six experiments. Values extracted 

from for R1 and R2 in separated columns.     

 

Experiment 
βsfc βentr AλE AH ADλE ADH 

R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 

ACM2 0.84 0.44 0.15 -1.1 -1 -0.83 -0.16 2.02 0.16 -0.11 -0.01 0.1 

MYJ 0.9 0.45 -1 -1.3 -0.99 -0.58 0.97 1.69 0.26 -0.08 -0.04 0.06 

MYNN 0.88 0.45 -0.79 -0.86 -1.1 -0.74 0.86 1.37 0.26 -0.1 0 0.13 

YSU 0.87 0.45 -0.99 -1.14 -1.36 -0.81 1.34 2.04 0.25 -0.1 -0.02 0.08 

MYNN-MP 1.27 0.6 -0.79 -0.97 -1.65 -0.94 0.72 1.52 0.35 -0.13 -0.02 0.14 

YSU-MP 1.75 0.6 -1.04 -1.19 -2.17 -1 1.17 1.99 0.35 -0.12 -0.05 0.08 
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The PBLH can be particularly critical for CI (e.g. Trier et al., 2003; Santanello et al., 

2011). The PBL evolution strongly depends on sensible heating at the land surface, which 

together with small scale vertical mixing are critical for the PBL growth. Furthermore, 

very strong influence on the PBL evolution has entrainment, which can significantly 

increase the PBLH. In certain conditions entrainment can weaken the strength of the 

capping inversion, and in such a way facilitate the parcel to become positively buoyant 

and to reach the LFC. Therefore, accurate simulations of entrainment processes may be 

critical for the CI and precipitation as well. The mixing diagram diagnostics given in 

Table 6 show that H at the land surface is on average lower for all the NOAH experiments 

than λE (βsfc is < 1), with low variability among the PBL schemes for both R1 and R2. 

About 50% lower βsfc is obtained in R2 relative to R1, which indicates significantly higher 

λE. NOAH-MP increases βsfc obtained for both regions and for both PBL schemes 

deployed. The increase is more pronounced in R1 region compared to R2. No significant 

change in βentr is simulated between NOAH and NOAH-MP. Negative values of βentr and 

AλE suggest entrainment of dry air. Among the PBL schemes in R1, the highest dry air 

entrainment is obtained with YSU. For ACM2 and the local schemes the AλE values are 

similar. In R2 a significantly different value is simulated with MYJ, which show the least 

dry air entrainment among the PBL schemes. NOAH-MP increases the dry air 

entrainment relative to NOAH for MYNN and YSU in both regions, but the difference is 

more pronounced in the R1 region. Entrainment of warm air is the lowest with the MYNN 

experiment in R2 (corresponds to the AH values), while in R1 ACM2 simulates 

entrainment of cold air (due to the change in sign). In the case of ACM2, the mixing 

diagram captures the time after the DMC onset and the CBL collapse, which includes 

abrupt cooling of the CBL. Since AH represents a value averaged over the selected time 

period, this suggest that the simulated entrainment of cold air after 12 UTC was higher 

than the warm air entrainment before 12 UTC.  Due to this, the analysis of entrainment 

fluxes for ACM2 in R1 will be excluded from the discussion. This accounting for the 

time steps after the CBL collapse for the ACM2 experiment in the mixing diagrams is a 

compromise made in order to include the complete PBL evolution before the precipitation 

onset. For most of the schemes this is simulated at 13:30, only with ACM2 it 1.5 hours 

earlier. Values of ADλE and ADH suggest that the mean advected moisture contributes less 

to the total CBL flux in R2 than in R1. In R2 the values are ~ 0.1, and the variability 

among the experiments is small. The contribution of the mean heat advection is not 

significant, for both regions it is < 0.15.  
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4.4. Discussion 

The 6 simulations of the convection case on 25 August 2009 are assessed in order to 

analyse and quantify the influence of the land surface processes calculated in LSMs and 

PBL features obtained from the PBL schemes on the simulated CI, cloud formation and 

precipitation. The analysis is done over the two regions with different climatological and 

soil moisture conditions. For each of the two regions a high variability exists among the 

results for accumulated precipitation, clouds and the strength of convection. Furthermore, 

simulated lower atmospheric conditions, vertical humidity profiles and atmospheric 

stability due to different differ among the experiments. The representation of the 

land-atmosphere coupling, assessed with the mixing diagram approach, show the 

sensitivity to the model configuration as well.  

4.4.1. Sensitivity to PBL schemes 

Lower atmospheric conditions prior to the CI in both assessed regions simulated with 

MYJ exhibit the highest differences when compared with the remaining 5 simulations. 

MYJ predicts significantly higher moisture close to the ground in both regions. Higher 

moisture with MYJ is primarily related to Ch (Figure 37c), which higher values 

correspond to the stronger mixing in the surface layer. Therefore, local transfer of heat 

and moisture from the land surface to the first model level simulated with MYJ is stronger 

that with the remaining experiments. This corresponds to the study by Xie et al. (2013), 

as well as to the results from the dry case study given in section 3. This suggests that the 

higher values for Ch may be systematically related to the Eta surface layer scheme that is 

coupled to MYJ relative to the revised MM5 scheme coupled with the other PBL 

schemes.  
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Figure 37. Simulations of temporal change of (a) the temperature at the first model level (T), (b) the 

surface temperature Tskin, (c) the temperature in the first soil layer Ts1, and the surface exchange 

coefficient for scalar variables Ch divided by the friction velocity (d) on 25 August 2009 between 6 

and 17 UTC. 

The moisture is higher with MYJ not only close to the ground, but also within the whole 

CBL at times prior to the CI in both regions, as represented in the SkewT-logp diagrams 

in section 4.3.5. This coincides with the results obtained in the dry case study as well. 

Figure 38 demonstrates the temporal evolution of moisture and temperature averaged 

over the R1 region. The results suggest that with MYJ the moisture from the lower 

atmospheric levels is not transported as high as with the remaining schemes. This 

suggests that on average the convection events simulated with MYJ are not as deep as 

with the other PBL schemes, which is demonstrated in the two examples of vertical cross-

sections for the maximum rainfall in R1 and R2 showed in section 4.3.4. The reason for 

that is in the weakest vertical mixing and the shallowest CBL simulated with MYJ 

relative to the remaining 3 PBL schemes.  
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Figure 38. Temporal change of vertical profiles of q in gkg-1 from 6 to 18 UTC on 25 August 2009 

averaged over the R1 region. Overlaid are lines for θ (black; K) and the PBLH (white; km).  

Calculation of the mixing properties in the MYJ PBL scheme is artificially limited with 

the PBLH, which may result in less entrainment of dry air aloft. This corresponds to the 

mixing diagram diagnostic for AλE obtained with MYJ, which is the lowest among the 

PBL schemes. MYNN generally accounts for a deeper CBL than MYJ (Figure 38 a, b c). 

This is associated to the stronger mixing simulated with this scheme. The 

parameterizations of the mixing properties in the local approach strongly depends on the 

l parameterization (see section 2.3.1), which differs between MYNN and MYJ (Table 3).  

This is crucial for the local parameterizations in general (e.g. Mellor and Yamada, 1982; 

Grisogono and Belusic, 2008). The MYNN parameterisation for l includes effects of 

stability and the land surface, which is not the case for the MYJ scheme. Furthermore, l 

is calculated within the whole atmospheric column, and is not limited up to the PBLH, as 

in MYJ. This allows the CBL to grow higher with MYNN than with MYJ.  
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Figure 39. Temporal change of mixing length scale l in m from 6 to 18 UTC on 25 August 2009 

averaged over the R1 region, as simulated with WRF configured with MYJ (a), MYNN (b), MYNN-

MP (c). Overlaid are lines for TKE (black; Jkg-1) and the PBLH (white; km).  

MYNN simulates a significantly higher TKE as well (Figure 39 – TKE averaged over 

R1), which corresponds to the stronger mixing. On the other hand, the Kh simulations by 

the local schemes given in Figure 40 (averaged of over R1) show that the difference in 

values between MYJ and MYNN is not as high. Kh is an important parameter for 

calculating the turbulent fluxes as denoted in Eq. (8). Since Kh is related to l, TKE and the 

stability function Sh, this leads to a conclusion that the representation of Sh differs 

significantly among the local schemes (not shown). This result corresponds to the 

findings by e.g. Olson and Brown (2009). 

When comparing the remaining values for Kh on Figure 40, the highest mean values over 

R1 are obtained with YSU (Figure 40d). This indicates the strongest mixing and 

consequently the highest CBL simulated with this experiment, as it is shown with the 

white solid lines in Figure 38 and Figure 40. This outcome agrees with the results of 

multitude of studies (e.g. Holtslag and Bollivlle, 1993; Olson and Brown, 2009; Hu et al., 

2010; Coniglio et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2013, Cohen et al., 2015). ACM2 simulates the 

higher CBL as well, but with the earliest collapse (after 12 UC) among the schemes due 

to the precipitation onset. Such behaviour of the nonlocal schemes is primarily related to 

the incorporation of mixing done by largest eddies, which is the major discrepancy 

relative to the local approach. This large-eddy mixing in YSU is represented by including 

the countergradient term in Eq. (10) and in ACM2 by using the transilient matrix Mu in 

Eq. (11), and these are responsible for a typically stronger transport of moisture from the 
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lower to higher atmospheric levels when comparing to the local schemes (Figure 38). 

Therefore the nonlocal schemes are more appropriate for the convective cases (e.g. 

Holtslag and Bollivlle, 1993; 2009; Hu et al., 2010; Coniglio et al., 2013). The results 

suggest that mostly stronger convective activity and deeper convection is simulated with 

a nonlocal than a local approach. The stronger mixing with the nonlocal schemes is 

mostly accompanied with the stronger entrainment given in Table 6 for the nonlocal 

schemes (except for ACM2 in R1, which values are not relevant since the calculation 

include the time of the precipitation onset and the PBL collapse, see section 4.3.6).  

 

 

Figure 40. Temporal change of the eddy diffusivity for scalars Kh from 6 to 18 UTC on 25 August 

2009 averaged over the R1 region, as simulated with WRF configured with MYJ (a), MYNN (b), 

MYNN-MP (c), YSU (d), MYNN-MP (e), and YSU-MP (d). Overlaid white lines denote the PBLH.  

On average YSU simulates significantly higher values for Kh are in both regions than 

ACM2 (Figure 40d, e, f for R1, for R2 see in A3 in Appendices). This suggests that fcv in 

Eq. (11) which controls nonlocal versus local mixing in ACM2 is close to 1. Furthermore, 

this indicates highly unstable conditions within the CBL simulated with ACM2, since 

this parameter is controlled by the atmospheric stability as denoted in Table 4. On the 
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other hand, the earliest convection onset with ACM2 in R1 may be related with the 

incoming solar radiation as suggested by Kleczek et al., (2014),  which is a bit lower with 

ACM2 in this case study as well (not shown).  

 

 

Figure 41. The simulated time series of the PBLH and LFC on 25 August 2009 averaged over the 

grid cells with accumulated precipitation exceeding 30 mm between 13 and 18 UTC in R1. 

The PBL evolution plays an important role on the characteristics of the convection (e.g. 

Findell and Eltahir, 2003a; Ek and Mahrt, 1994; Betts, 2007; Santanello et al., 2011; 

2013). The DMC is triggered when a lifted parcel manages to overcome negative 

buoyancy between the LCL and LFC and becomes positively buoyant. At that time the 

PBLH meets or exceeds the LFC and a DMC will occur. Therefore this can be a good 

indicator for the DMC onset (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a). The time series of the PBLH 

and LFC displayed in Figure 41 denote averaged values over the grid cells in R1 with the 

moderate to strong precipitation rate (e.g. over 30 mm within the 5 hour time frame). The 

plot suggests that on average at the locations with the strong rainfall simulated by ACM2, 

MYNN and YSU the DMC occurs. With MYJ the PBLH does not meet the LFC, even 

though a decrease of the LFC is simulated as with the other experiments. Furthermore, 

the plots confirms the results for the earliest precipitation onset predicted with ACM2. A 

similar outcome is simulated in R2 as well (see Figure A2 in Appendices).  

The results with respect to the sensitivity of WRF to the PBL schemes may suggest that 

a shallow CBL followed by weaker mixing obtained with MYJ makes this scheme a 

isolated case, since it simulates atmospheric conditions quite altered from the other 

schemes. Significantly more humid lower atmospheric levels with MYJ is primarily 
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related to the different parameterization of the parameters which are calculated in the 

surface layer scheme. On the other hand, despite using the local approach as MYJ, 

MYNN gives more similar results to the nonlocal schemes deployed in this study. The 

reason for that may be in the modified representation of l and the extended calculation of 

the turbulent parameters throughout the whole atmospheric column. ACM2 exhibits an 

altered behaviour from the other schemes as well, which is particularly evident in R1. 

The time and strength of the DMC simulated with ACM2 within this region differs 

substantially from the remaining PBL schemes. The ACM2 morning profiles show the 

weaker residual layer, and significantly higher moisture in the upper atmosphere between 

1.5 and 3 km. A weaker residual layer and higher moisture in the air aloft in the morning 

(Figure 34) supports an easier and faster CBL evolution (e.g. Stull, 1988; Angevine, 

2008; Blay-Carreras et al., 2014) which can be seen when comparing the PBLH lines in 

Figure 38, a, b, d, and e. These conditions makes favourable environment for a DMC to 

occur (e.g. Khodayar, 2009; Gentine et al., 2013), which are not simulated with the other 

three schemes in R1.    

4.4.2. Sensitivity to LSMs 

The results from this case study show that the difference between NOAH and NOAH-MP 

simulations is not as apparent as in the dry case study. NOAH-MP accounts for 

marginally more (less) initial soil moisture at the top soil layer in R1 (R2) and overall 

significantly higher Ts1 in both regions (see Figure 23) than NOAH. Consequently, as 

expected, significant variations in energy balance at the land surface between the LSM 

are obtained. As in the dry case study, λE averaged over the regions is significantly lower 

with NOAH-MP than with NOAH, and the difference range up to 70 Wm-2 (Figure 42b). 

The differences in H among the LSMs (Figure 42a) are up to ~ 20 Wm-2. The most of the 

residual energy goes to the ground which is not sensitive to the location. The discussion 

regarding the differences in energy balance between the LSMs is given in section 3.5.2, 

and can be applied in this case as well.  
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Figure 42. Simulations of the temporal change of (a) sensible heat flux (H), (b) latent heat flux (λE), 

(c) ground heat flux (G), and (d) Evaporative fraction (EF) on 25 August 2009 from 6 to 16 UTC. 

The difference between R1 and R2 regions is apparent from the results for the evaporative 

fraction (EF; Figure 42d), which can be defined as the ratio between λE and the available 

energy at the land surface [EF ≡ λE /(H+ λE )]. In R1 it is more pronounced than in R2. 

The averaged values over R1 give the difference of more than 20 % in EF between the 

LSMs, while in R2 it is less than 10 %. This may be primarily related to the different 

schemes used for the calculation of stomatal resistance. The results obtained from the 

offline NOAH-MP sensitivity study by Ingwersen et al. (2015) showed that the 

photosynthesis based Ball-Berry scheme in NOAH-MP accounts for lower EF than the 

Jarvis scheme in NOAH, which relies on a parameterised minimum canopy resistance 

and meteorological variables, such as air temperature and incident radiation. The 

photosynthesis based schemes, such as the Ball-Berry scheme is more sensitive to soil 

and vegetation conditions at the land surface, which are represented through LAI in the 

model (e.g. Kumar et al., 2011). Therefore the higher difference in R1 relative to R2 can 

be related to different vegetation conditions among the regions which are introduced in 

section 4.1. In R1 the land is mostly converted into croplands, while in R2 the share of 

grassland is about 50 %. Since LAI (grassland) > LAI (cropland), and stomatal resistance 

is inversely proportional to LAI, this contributes to higher λE in R2 than in R1 through 

transpiration term in the potential evapotranspiration (see section 2.2). Furthermore, the 
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highest difference in EF appears when the CBL is well mixed. The difference decreases 

at the time which coincides with the precipitation onset in the NOAH-MP experiments. 

Lower EF corresponds to lower moisture availability at the land surface. NOAH-MP in 

both regions accounts for lower Ch as well (Figure 37d), which is responsible for the 

mixing in the surface layer and moisture transport from the land surface to the first model 

level. This can explain the drier lower atmospheric conditions with NOAH-MP than with 

NOAH presented in section 4.3.3. With respect to the temperature, NOAH-MP simulates 

colder conditions, but the difference is not as pronounced as in the case of moisture. This 

is related to the significantly smaller differences in H relative to λE between the LSMs.  

The diagnostics for dry air entrainment from the mixing diagram show that the values are 

higher with NOAH-MP than NOAH. The difference between the LSMs is greater within 

R1, than in R2. On the other hand, the heat entrainment at the CBL top is mostly lower 

with NOAH-MP, only in R2 with the MYNN experiment the value is marginally higher.  

 

 

Figure 43. Mean EF versus PBLH averaged over the R1 and R2 region averaged between 6 and 16 

UTC. The colours of the markers correspond to the experiment as denoted in the upper left corner, 

and the shape to the region (circles to R1, diamonds to R2).  

Figure 43 demonstrates PBLH over EF, both spatially averaged over R1 and R2, and 

temporally from 6 to 16 UTC. The drier conditions at the land surface in R1 relative to 

R2 are apparent, but the drier conditions simulated with NOAH-MP generally does not 

increase the PBLH over both regions. It is just the opposite, the values are decreased. 
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Only in the case of MYNN in R2 the PBLH is slightly augmented. This correlates to the 

warm air entrainment given in the mixing diagram, which is higher with MYNN-MP 

compared to MYNN.  

The land surface conditions simulated with the LSMs show a strong influence on the 

simulated vertical humidity and temperature profiles, and subsequently precipitation. The 

averaged values over the whole study area show weaker rainfall with NOAH-MP (Figure 

25). This is expected since NOAH-MP overall simulates less moisture close to the 

ground, and the CBL is overall drier than with NOAH. Therefore less moisture is 

transported to the higher atmospheric levels with NOAH-MP, and consequently the 

chance for DMC to occur is lower than with NOAH. Overall, the CBL up to the CBL top 

simulated with NOAH-MP is on average drier with NOAH-MP relative to NOAH (for 

R1 Figure 38b, c, e, f, and similar for R2 see Figure A1 in Appendices).  

The surprising results are obtained over R1 with respect to strong precipitation events 

(i.e. > 10 mmh-1). NOAH-MP when coupled with YSU simulates both higher averaged 

precipitation (see Figure A4 in Appendices) and the higher spread of moderate to strong 

precipitation events over R1 than NOAH. Vertical profiles prior to the onset of the 

precipitation given in section 4.3.5 in Figure 34b show a high discrepancy between YSU 

and YSU-MP, while the vertical structure of the atmosphere is similar for the two MYNN 

experiments. This may indicate that more advected clouds were simulated in R1 with 

YSU-MP than with YSU. Therefore, this does not mean that YSU-MP simulates a higher 

convection activity within the R1. This is confirmed with a significantly lower CAPE 

averaged over the locations where accumulated precipitation is over 10 mmh-1 within R1 

for the time prior to the rainfall onset. The change in θe from the mixing diagram shows 

also indicates that the moist static energy buildup with the two NOAH-MP experiments 

is reduced when comparing to the NOAH experiments. The lower moist static energy 

buildup suggests a smaller decrease in LFC, and consequently a less likelihood for a 

DMC to occur (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a). Figure 41 demonstrates that the PBLH and 

LFC come close together with NOAH-MP in R1 region, but the crossover does not occur 

like in NOAH experiments (similar is happening in the R2, see A2 in Appendices). This 

may indicate that at the locations with the strong rainfall (over 10 mmh-1) DMC occurs 

more often with NOAH than NOAH-MP. 
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5. General conclusions 

In this thesis the sensitivity of WRF to PBL parameterization schemes and LSMs was 

studied with respect to the model representation of the PBL and land surface features 

relevant for two different weather conditions. The simulations of the CBL characteristics, 

which include the PBLH, humidity and temperatures profiles, are assessed on a clear sky 

day. In a convective environment, the study was focused on the model representation of 

clouds, lower atmospheric conditions, with special emphasis on moisture, temperature 

and wind. Furthermore, the atmospheric stability, vertical distribution of heat and 

moisture and the model simulation of precipitation were assessed as well. In both case 

studies the nature of simulated SVA feedbacks was studied by applying the mixing 

diagrams. In this approach, the land-atmosphere coupling is assessed through the analysis 

of the surface layer heat and moisture coevolution and their impact on the processes at 

the CBL top, such as entrainment of free tropospheric air into the CBL.  

An ensemble comprising six simulations was conducted with the WRF model version 

3.5.1. The horizontal grid spacing was set to 2 km, which corresponds to the CP scale. 

The simulations differed in their model configuration: two local (MYJ and MYNN) and 

two nonlocal (ACM2 and YSU) PBL schemes were combined with two LSMs, NOAH 

and NOAH-MP. NOAH-MP is an advancement of NOAH.  It is a state of the art LSM 

developed as a standalone model and available in WRF since 2014. NOAH-MP includes 

a selection of 12 additional physics options for parameterizing the processes in the soil 

and at the land surface at higher complexity than NOAH. This comprehensive study 

represents one of the sparse studies performed with NOAH-MP coupled to WRF. Its 

configuration was carefully chosen for the sensitivity studies according to numerous test 

simulations. The NOAH-MP configuration deployed for this research is depicted in Table 

2 in section 2.2.2. 

The analysis was performed for three locations in Germany. The dry case study was 

analysed for a site located in NW Germany close to Jülich, and was supported by high 

resolution WVDIAL and radiosonde measurements. The convection case study is a 

model experiment in which the emphasis is put on the sensitivity of WRF results to the 

variability in the model configuration with respect to the PBL schemes and LSMs. The 

purpose of this study was not to validate the simulations, but to show the variability in 
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the results from the 6 simulations in representing convection and precipitation. Therefore, 

the model validation with observation has not been performed. The model 

intercomparison was done for two regions in SW Germany (Kraichgau – R1 and Swabian 

Alb – R2), different in their land surface characteristics and climatology. In R1 most of 

the agricultural land is converted into cropland, while in R2 the share of grassland is 

nearly equal to the share of croplands. Silty clay loam is the prevailing top soil texture in 

R1, while in R2 it is mostly silty loam (Wizemann et al., 2015). A more humid top soil 

layer (top 10 cm of the soil) was simulated in R1 than in R2. 

All research presented here was performed in order to answer the main research questions 

given in the beginning of this thesis in section 1.4. Therefore, the major conclusions are 

given as answers to those imposed questions. These are the questions with corresponding 

answers:  

Question 1: How sensitive are the CP WRF simulations of PBL processes and 

DMC to the PBL parameterization in temperate climate conditions? 

The major findings from the dry case study with respect to the sensitivity of WRF to the 

PBL schemes are primarily related to a different behaviour of MYJ compared to the 

remaining 3 schemes. MYJ with NOAH accounts for the highest moisture in the CBL. 

This is related to weaker mixing simulated with MYJ, which coincides with studies such 

as e.g. Holtslag and Boville, 1993; Cuijpers and Holtslag, 1998; Teixeira and Cheinet, 

2004; Coniglio et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2015. Furthermore, it is also related to the Eta 

similarity land surface scheme that is coupled with MYJ (a fixed setting in WRF), and is 

different from the surface layer scheme used in all the other simulations. The exchange 

coefficient for heat and moisture simulated by the Eta scheme is significantly higher 

compared to the other experiments. This results in higher surface heating simulated with 

MYJ which leads to the faster build-up of the CBL in the morning. But due to limited 

mixing in MYJ, the CBL in the afternoon is not evolved like e.g. with MYNN. This is 

primarily related to the parameterization of the mixing length scale, which in MYJ is not 

related on the PBL stability and is inconsistent in more unstable environments. More 

mixing in the CBL is simulated with the MYNN scheme, which uses MYJ as a baseline, 

but with a more sophisticated and stability dependent parameterization of the mixing 

length scale. The dry case study showed that this leads to a better agreement with the 
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measurements of humidity profiles. The differences between the results obtained with the 

two nonlocal schemes are negligible. Both simulate a higher and drier CBL and stronger 

mixing than the local schemes, which coincides with studies such as Coniglio et al. 

(2013), Xie et al. (2012, 2013) and Cohen et al. (2015). However, when comparing the 

model results to the WVDIAL measurements, the CBL with the nonlocal schemes is too 

high and too dry.   

The convective case analysis reveals a strong impact of the model configuration with 

respect to the PBL schemes on simulating preconditions for the DMC and resulting 

precipitation. The variability in the simulated amount and location of the precipitation 

between the experiments is strong. The major findings with respect to the CBL features, 

such as the PBLH, moisture and temperature within the CBL, correspond to those 

obtained in the dry case study. For example, the lower atmospheric conditions are more 

humid with MYJ, which is primarily related to the parameters simulated in the surface 

layer scheme here as well. Averaged precipitation over the whole study site accumulated 

over 24 hours is higher with the nonlocal schemes than with the local PBL schemes. The 

simulated convection within the two regions shows distinctive characteristics which 

strongly depend on the selection of the PBL parameterization schemes. The analysis 

shows that the convection simulated with MYJ is limited and does not evolve as deep as 

with the other three PBL schemes. The reason for that could be related to the free 

atmospheric moisture (Gentine et al., 2013) which is lower with MYJ relative to the other 

three schemes, and this does not depend on the location.  

Question 2: To what extent do LSM physics influences simulated atmospheric 

processes, especially PBL evolution, entrainment, convection and 

precipitation?  

The results from the research presented in this thesis demonstrate that the influence of 

the land surface processes extends up to the interfacial layer, where air from the free 

atmosphere entrains into the CBL. Simulations with NOAH-MP in the dry case study 

result in a drier and higher CBL than with NOAH. This is related to the higher Bowen 

ratio (lower evaporative fraction) at the land surface. Furthermore, the entrainment fluxes 

from the free atmosphere into the CBL are generally higher with NOAH-MP. This is 
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much more pronounced in the dry case study (up to 6 time higher), while the difference 

in the convective case study is not as evident (up to 1.5 time higher).  

The LSM choice in the convective case shows a strong influence on the model 

representation of humidity and temperature profiles, CI and rainfall, with respect to both 

location and amount. The averaged values over the whole study area show less 

precipitation with NOAH-MP than with NOAH. Moreover, NOAH-MP simulates lower 

moisture in the lower atmospheric levels, and the CBL is drier. Furthermore, NOAH-MP 

gives weaker updrafts when the convection is triggered, which decreases the chance for 

DMC to occur. The results suggest that at the locations with the strong rainfall (over 10 

mmh-1) DMC occurs more often with NOAH than NOAH-MP, which is related to the EF 

which is generally lower with NOAH-MP. Further the difference depends on the 

vegetation cover. This shows the higher sensitivity of NOAH-MP to vegetation 

parameters than NOAH, which is primarily related to calculation of the stomatal 

resistance. The entrainment fluxes of dry air are higher with NOAH-MP, and the 

difference is higher within R1 (lower EF), than in R2 (higher EF). The heat entrainment 

is mostly lower with NOAH-MP, only with the MYNN-MP experiment it is marginally 

higher in R2.   

Question 3: What coupling effects exist between the land surface and PBL 

model physics and are they dependent on location and weather conditions? 

The budget analysis in the form of mixing diagrams allows for the calculation of the mean 

entrainment-to-surface ratios of sensible and latent heat flux in the CBL, the relative 

impact of mean heat and moisture advection terms, and the mean Bowen ratio at the 

interfacial layer. It shows that a significantly higher dry air entrainment is simulated with 

NOAH-MP than with NOAH. Due to lack of eligible flux observations, the mixing 

diagrams could not be supported by the measurements. Nevertheless, both studies have 

demonstrated that the analysis of such diagrams is an effective way of testing the WRF 

model sensitivity to different parameterization schemes in both clear sky and convective 

weather conditions.  

The major conclusion from the analysis is that the land-atmosphere coupling in WRF is 

more dependent on the LSMs than on the PBL schemes for both cases. This supports the 

findings by Santanello et al. (2009; 2011; 2013) from studies exhibited over the U. S. 
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Southern Great Planes with the same model, but configured with different PBL 

parametrization schemes and LSMs. Furthermore, the results indicate that the coupling 

strength between the local and nonlocal schemes on one hand side and the LSMs on the 

other hand side is different. In the dry case study an influence of the LSM choice on the 

simulated CBL features is higher when the model is configured with MYNN than with 

YSU, which is evident from both the humidity profiles and the mixing diagrams. This 

opposes the results obtained in the convective case study, where the stronger coupling is 

evident when the model is coupled with the YSU scheme.   

Moreover, both studies demonstrated that the coupling strength is sensitive to the surface 

Bowen ratio. The higher the surface Bowen ratio the stronger the coupling of WRF 

towards the land surface, and vice versa. The Bowen ratio strongly depends on the 

vegetation and soil conditions, which is spatially variable and depends on soil 

characteristics such as soil texture. This leads to the conclusion that the coupling strength 

between the land surface and atmosphere is strongly related to the location. This supports 

the findings from e.g. Koster et al., (2006) on global and e.g. Findell and Eltahir (2003), 

Gentine et al. (2013), Knist et al. (2016) on regional scales.  

Question 4: To what extent the WVDIAL measurements can used for the 

assessment of actual and modelled PBL evolution at the CP scale? 

In the dry case study the model results were supported with the high resolution WVDIAL 

measurements. These measurements were used for model validation for the first time. 

The results overall demonstrated high potential for a detailed analysis of the grid-cell 

averaged structure of the humidity profiles, PBLH, development of the CBL and the 

moist residual layer. The analysis of these features through the simulated humidity 

profiles in comparisons with the WVDIAL measurements, showed that all 6 experiments 

simulate a too fast CBL evolution, with significant overshooting in the afternoon. This 

overshooting is more pronounced with the nonlocal YSU and ACM2 schemes, as well as 

in the simulations coupled with NOAH-MP, while the best agreement with the 

observations is obtained with MYNN coupled with NOAH. Furthermore, none of the 

schemes has been able to reproduce the strong residual layer as measured, as well as the 

observed strength and height of the inversion at the CBL top (also evident from the 

comparisons with the RS measurements). The reason for this great difference between 
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the simulations and measurements may be partly due to the model initialization data 

(ECMWF analysis). To decrease discrepancies between the model simulations and 

observations, the initial and boundary conditions need to be improved, and this dry case 

study confirms that. To do so, moving toward data assimilations as a standard for case 

studies such as this is a prerequisite. 

Question 5: What LSMs and PBL parameterizations show the most promising 

results at the CP scale? 

The results from the sensitivity studies represented in this thesis reveal advantages and 

disadvantages of the parameterization schemes deployed. More sensitivity studies on 

different cases and study locations in conjunction with high quality observational data 

are required define the best configuration among the experiments. Nevertheless, from the 

major conclusions presented above, some information with respect to the most promising 

results can be given. First and foremost, it has been demonstrated that the two PBL 

schemes, MYJ in the dry case study and ACM2 in the convective case study exhibit the 

results which are very distinct from the other experiments. Therefore, for long term runs 

on the CP scale, it is advisable to use the YSU or MYNN scheme. The MYNN scheme 

coupled with NOAH gives the best agreement with the available measurements in the dry 

case study. It is worth mentioning that the MYNN scheme computationally is up to 20% 

more costly than the widely used YSU, but on the other hand too strong mixing and too 

high CBL can contribute positive biases on the simulation of precipitation on CP scales. 

Such a systematic bias may build up in climate simulations. 

Among the two LSMs deployed in the study, NOAH may exhibit better results compared 

to NOAH-MP relative to WVDIAL measurements, but the simulations of certain 

variables at the land surface, such as EF and the parameters used within the scheme are 

more physically consistent. NOAH-MP is a complex land surface model that deals with 

processes at the land surface and in the soil which become increasingly important on finer 

model resolutions. Furthermore, this model is more sensitive to the land surface 

inhomogeneities, therefore the results strongly depend on the model representation of the 

vegetation, soil texture and land use. The LSMs are not independently applied from the 

surface layer scheme, which calculates the turbulent exchange coefficients in cases when 

an LSM is coupled to an atmospheric model. However all the surface layer schemes were 
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developed prior to NOAH-MP and might need to be revised when using such a complex 

LSM in which the energy partitioning is strongly sensitive to the model representation of 

vegetation.  
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6. Outlook 

The high impact of the land surface on the PBL features, and the height to which this 

impact extends are distinct findings of this study. The results suggest that the energy 

partitioning at the land surface strongly influences the CBL evolution, also affecting the 

processes at interfacial layer, such as the entrainment of free-atmospheric air into the 

CBL. From this study it is evident that there is a greater sensitivity of WRF to the LSMs 

than to the PBL schemes, which is more pronounced in the clear sky weather conditions. 

However, this conclusion might be dependent on the LSM choice itself, or to the 

particular NOAH-MP configuration. Therefore, additional sensitivity studies of WRF to 

NOAH-MP switches are essential. For the case studies such as these, particularly 

important would be to test the switches related to the radiative transfer (opt_rad), the 

calculation of canopy stomatal resistance (opt_crs), the soil moisture factor for stomatal 

resistance (opt_btr) and the surface layer drag coefficient (opt_sfc). These switches 

strongly affect the energy partitioning at the land surface in short time scale simulations, 

as well as the heat and moisture transport from the land surface to the first model level, 

which showed the largest difference among NOAH and NOAH-MP. Furthermore, for 

RCMs on a longer time scale a choice of dynamic vegetation model (dveg) should be 

considered as well.  For the presented studies it was switched off, but in long term runs 

for more than a year it should be switched on. With this option the model includes more 

dynamics in phenology parameters.  

Furthermore, the monthly partitioning between bare soil and vegetated part of a grid cell 

in WRF is controlled with Fveg, which is based on a 20 year old data set, and hence does 

not reflect changes in agricultural management or modifications imposed by recent 

climate change (Nielsen et al., 2013). Neglecting such modifications will subsequently 

affect the PBL evolution, cloud formation and precipitation occurrence. Updating Fveg in 

WRF would improve the model’s surface energy and water balance representation. 

Furthermore, the implementation of vegetation-growth models into LSMs at least for 

agriculturally managed land will increase consistency in energy partitioning at the land 

surface processes. In such a way, the lower boundary conditions for PBL schemes will 

be improved. The advanced representation of land surface heterogeneity in models is 

increasingly important at finer grid resolutions (e.g. Ament and Simmer, 2006), where 
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land surface data at a field scale can be used, as well as in the more sophisticated LSMs 

such as NOAH-MP. An effort towards this direction has already been made within the 

RU 1695 project. A sophisticated crop-growth model, Genotype-by-Environment 

interaction on CROp growth Simulator (GECROS), which differentiates summer from 

winter crops is coupled to NOAH-MP offline. The GECROS model is implemented into 

WRF-NOAH-MP and currently under verification. This crop growth model will affect 

the calculation of the stomatal resistance and LAI, two parameters on which the surface 

energy balance is strongly sensitive. Therefore it is expected that the implementation of 

GECROS will contribute to more consistent results at the land surface and consequently 

in the overlaying atmosphere as well. It is most likely that this effort will lead towards 

the better representation of seasonal variability in the RCMs.  

The entrainment fluxes are an important aspect of the PBL schemes. It is of great 

relevance to obtain a realistic insight in the sensible and latent heat flux profiles, with 

secial emphasis on the fluxes at the interfacial layer. In these studies only one scheme 

(YSU) uses the explicit parameterization of the entrainment fluxes. This has been shown 

already beneficial for the model accuracy (Hong et al., 2006). To further improve the 

PBL parameterizations, new approaches can be implemented and tested. Wulfmeyer et 

al. (2016) developed a new theoretical concept for representing the entrainment fluxes, 

which is more physically consistent than the approach used in e.g. YSU. A possible way 

to advance PBL parameterization schemes would be an implementation of such a theory 

into the schemes. A general shortcoming of the PBL schemes is that they are mostly 

calibrated with LES results, and very often only for dry atmospheric conditions (e.g. 

MYNN). Such parameterizations need an extensive evaluation and validation with 

realistic high resolution measurements in different weather conditions, such as WVDIAL 

humidity, TRRL temperature and DL wind measurements. For that, detailed observations 

of flux profiles are a prerequisite. Onwards, these studies showed a strong sensitivity of 

the WRF model to the surface layer scheme as well. The MO similarity theory needs an 

extensive evaluation, with special emphasis on the stability functions. The evaluation 

should be done over the regions with different land-surface characteristic to test whether 

the MO similarity theory is applicable over e.g. complex terrain with respect to 

orography. Within the RU 1695 field experiment SABLE such measurement were 

performed. The measurement design permits to map surface fluxes along the line-of-sight 

of the lidar combination by closing the full set of the MO similarity relationships. 
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Furthermore, in the vertically steering mode, profiles of mean variables and their 

gradients of higher-order turbulent moments as well as of latent and sensible heat fluxes 

can be derived. This gives a valuable data set that can be used for model validation and 

updating the critical parameters and certain parameterizations in the PBL schemes that 

are shown to be critical, such as the mixing length scale and entrainment fluxes, as well 

as scaling strategies for parameterizations from LES scale to CP scale.  

For further improvement of model accuracy, it is essential to investigate the SVA 

feedback which varies across seasons and regions, and to identify regions with strong 

SVA feedbacks since they play a major role in a changing climate. Numerous studies 

have been already done in order to identify regions with strong land-atmosphere coupling 

based on modelling studies on global (Koster et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2006) and regional 

climate scales (e.g. Seneviratne et al., 2010; Knist et al., 2016). The importance of the 

land-atmosphere coupling on local scales will increase with the model resolution. 

Therefore, analyses such as these case studies should be carried out in different weather 

conditions, over various land covers and over different time scales as well. It is essential 

to validate the results with measurements. This study demonstrates the experimental 

setup and the benefits of analyses methods such as the mixing diagram approach for 

studying the SVA feedback in the future, namely with the increasing number of high 

resolution observational data becoming available to support the validation. Such data sets 

for detailed studies of SVA feedback processes will be available within the 

Land-Atmosphere-Feedback-Experiment (LAFE3) campaign. In August 2017, the 

campaign will deploy the novel synergy of remote sensing systems for simultaneous 

measurements of land-surface fluxes and horizontal and vertical transport processes in 

the CBL. The data set of such simultaneous measurements will enable detailed studies of 

SVA feedback processes in dependence of large-scale and local conditions, such as soil 

moisture and vegetation, as well as verification of the model representation of SVA 

feedback processes on various scales. New generation experiments such as SABLE and 

LAFE are a prerequisite to improve our understanding of SVA feedback processes and 

their representation in weather and climate models.   

                                                 
3 http://www.arm.gov/campaigns/sgp2017lafe 

http://www.arm.gov/campaigns/sgp2017lafe
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7. Abbreviations  

ACM2 

BATS 

CAPE 

CBL 

CI 

CIN 

CLM 

DAIL 

DL 

DMC 

DWD 

ECMWF 

EF 

EUMETSAT 

FLUXPAT 

FVEG 

GECROS 

HD(CP)2 

HOPE 

HTESSEL 

HWSD 

IGSP 

KC 

LAFE 

LAI 

LCL 

LES 

LFC 

LSM 

MM5 

MODIS 

Asymmetric Convective Model version 2 

Biosphere – Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

Convective Potential Energy 

Convective planetary boundary layer 

Convection Initiation 

Convection Inhibition 

Community land model 

Differential Abortion Lidar 

Doppler Lidar 

Deep Moist Convection 

German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst) 

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 

Evaporative Fraction 

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 

Fluxes and Patterns in the Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere System 

Vegetation Fraction 

Genotype-by-Environment interaction on CROp growth Simulator 

High Definition Clouds and Precipitation 

HD(CP)2 Observational Prototype Experiment 

Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land 

Harmonized World Soil Database 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme 

Kraichgau 

Land-Atmosphere Feedback Experiment 

Leaf Area Index 

Lifting Condensation Level 

Large Eddy Simulations 

Level of Free Convection 

Land surface model 

Mesoscale Meteorological Model, version 5 

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

https://www.google.hr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiCw4K8g87LAhXjd5oKHSqLAq4QFggaMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acronymfinder.com%2FBiosphere_Atmosphere-Transfer-Scheme-(BATS).html&usg=AFQjCNHPU1DI-En4cN9Tf0FrOD32i9z95A&sig2=lsFuiq-jbdwH_9jYVxDxjA&bvm=bv.117218890,d.bGs
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MRF 

MYJ 

MYNN 

MYNN-MP 

NOAH-MP 

NWP 

PBL 

PBLH 

RCM 

RRTMG 

RU 

SA 

SABLE 

SVA 

TKE 

TOA 

TR 

TRRL   

WRF 

WRF-NOAH 

WRF-NOAH-MP 

WVDIAL  

YSU 

YSU-MP 

Medium Range Forecast 

Mellor – Yamada – Janjić 

Mellor – Yamada – Nakanishi – Niino   

MYNN coupled with NOAH-Multiple Physics 

NOAH – Multiple Physics 

Numerical Weather Prediction 

Planetary Boundary Layer 

PBL Height 

Regional Climate Model 

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for Global circulation models 

Research Unit 

Swabian Alb 

Surface Atmosphere Boundary Layer Exchange 

Soil Vegetation Atmosphere 

Turbulent Kinetic Energy 

Top of the Atmosphere 

TransRegio 

Temperature Rotational Raman lidar 

Weather Research and Forecasting 

WRF coupled with NOAH 

WRF coupled with NOAH-MP 

Water Vapour Differential Abortion Lidar 

Yonsei University 

Yonsei University coupled with NOAH-MP 
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8. Symbols 

ADH 

ADλE 

AH 

AλE 

Ch 

Cm 

Cp 

Cq 

E 

EF 

Ep 

fcv 

Fveg 

G  

H 

zi 

zi(TKE) 

zi(θ) 

Km 

Kh 

LW 

l 

lb 

L 

ls  

lt 

m 

Mu 

N 

Pr 

q 

Quantified impact of horizontal advection of heat 

Quantified impact of horizontal advection of moisture 

Ratio of sensible heat flux at the land surface to its value at the interfacial layer 

Ratio of latent heat flux at the land surface to its value at the interfacial layer 

Exchange coefficient for scalar variables (heat) 

Exchange coefficient for momentum 

Specific heat capacity of moist air 

Exchange coefficient for scalar variables (moisture) 

Evapotranspiration 

Evaporative Fraction 

Potential  evapotranspiration 

Weighting factor in ACM2 ( controls local versus nonlocal mixing) 

Vegetation fraction 

Ground heat flux 

Sensible heat flux 

Planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) 

PBLH calculated with the TKE method 

PBLH calculated with the  θ-increase method 

Eddy diffusivity for momentum 

Eddy diffusivity for scalar variables 

Longwave radiation 

Mixing length scale 

Mixing length scale related to the buoyancy force 

Monin-Obukhov length scale 

Mixing length scale in the surface layer 

Turbulent length scale 

Momentum 

Upward convective mixing rate in ACM2 

Brunt-Väisälä frequency 

Prandtl number 

Mixing ratio 
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qc  

qsat 

RH 

Rib 

Ribcr 

RN 

SW 

Sh 

Sψ 

T 

tend 

TKE 

Ts1 

Tskin 

tstart 

Tv 

u 

w’ 

we 

wf 

ws 

ws0 

z 

z1 

zs 

βentr 

βsfc 

γψ 

Δ  

Δt 

Δψ|zi 

η  

θ  

Velocity scale in MYNN 

Saturated humidity 

Relative humidity 

Bulk Richardson number 

Critical bulk Richardson number 

Net radiation 

Solar shortwave radiation 

Stability function for scalar variables (heat) 

Stability function for ψ variable (momentum or scalar) 

Temperature 

End time (in the mixing diagram) 

Turbulent kinetic energy 

Temperature in the first (top) soil layer 

Skin temperature 

Start time (in the mixing diagram) 

Virtual temperature 

Horizontal wind speed 

Vertical velocity fluctuation 

Entrainment rate at the inversion layer 

Weighting factor (in MYNN for calculating PBLH) 

Mixed layer velocity scale 

Mixed layer velocity scale at height = 0.5h 

Model level height 

Height of the first model level 

Estimated height in YSU 

Bower ratio at the interfacial layer 

Bowen ratio at the land surface 

Correction to the local gradient in YSU 

Saturated vapour pressure curve 

Time interval 

Jump of the variable ψ at the inversion layer (in YSU) 

Soil moisture 

Potential temperature 
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θe 

θs 

θv 

θv’  

κ 

κh 

λ 

λE 

ρ  

Φh 

Φm 

ψ’ 

Equivalent potential temperature 

Virtual potential temperature close to the land surface 

Virtual potential temperature 

Virtual potential temperature fluctuation 

von Karman constant 

Surface soil thermal conductivity 

Latent heat of vaporization 

Latent heat flux 

Density 

Nondimensional profile function for heat 

Nondimensional profile function for momentum 

Fluctuation of momentum or a scalar variable 
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12. Appendices 

 

A1. Temporal change of vertical profiles of q in gkg-1 from 6 to 18 UTC on 25 August 2009 

averaged over the R2 region. Overlaid are lines for θ (black; K) and the PBLH (white; km).   
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A2. The simulated time series of the PBLH and LFC on 25 August 2009 averaged over the grid 

cells with accumulated precipitation exceeding 30 mm between 13 and 18 UTC within R2. 
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A3. Temporal change of the eddy diffusivity for scalars Kh from 6 to 18 UTC on 25 August 2009 

averaged over the R2 region. Overlaid white lines denote the PBLH in km.   
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A4. Hourly accumulated precipitation on 25 August 2009 averaged over the R1 (a) and over R2 (b). 

The spatial mean of the accumulated 24 h precipitation for the each experiment is given in the upper 

right corners of the panels.  
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